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• . . will be Partly sunny and warmer 
highs 55 to 60. Winds to the south 1 o 
to 20 m.p.h. Mostly cloudy Wed­
nesday night with lows in th mid to 
upper30's. 
ugher admissions spur negative reaction 
CAMBRIA·BRECHBILL 
editor 
high school officials said 
·ssions standards ai;-. 
by the Illinois Board of 
Education Tuesday will 
ssary pressure on high 
students deciding on 
to attend college. 
According to administrators, 
these new requirements will force 
students when they're high 
school freshmen to decide if they 
want to attend college. 
"It's sad that we're asking a 
14-year-old kid to decide the 
course of their life," Elmer 
Smith, principal of Mattoon 
High School, said. "I don't 
think a kid at that age is capable 
of making that type of 
decision. ' '  
Though Eastern will likely feel 
few immediate effects from the 
IBHE decision, the move was 
one many on Eastern's campus 
were against. 
· 
CAA Chair Sue Stoner said 
she was "very disappointed" 
with the IBHE's decision. 
Board's approval 
nearly unanimous 
the new requirements, 
hoot students will need 
s of English, three years 
UNIVERSITY PARK (AP)-The Illinoi5 Board 
of Higher Education voted overwhelmingly today 
to adopt a staff proposal requiring more stringent 
requirements for high school students who wish to 
attend public colleges and universities. 
studies, three years of 
three years of laboratory 
and tw_o years of electives 
ign language, music or 
be admitted into public 
and universities in 
Regional Superintendent of 
Schools Rosemary Sheppard 
agreed, "It's difficult to know 
that early. Some people may 
decide later and it might cause 
some proJ:?lems. "  
"The problem," she said, "is 
going to be that many students 
won't have the opportunity to go 
to college because they won't 
make the decision when they're a 
freshman. 
"We (CAA) sent a letter 
opposing the new admission 
requirements, but they didn 't pay 
any attention," she said, 
(See TOUGHER, page 9) 
The new requirements will take effect in the fall 
of 1990 for all students wishing to seek bachelor's 
degrees at the state's 10 public college campuses as 
well as students wishing to transfer from two-year 
community colleges for baccalaureate work . 
"These will equal or exceed standards of any 
(See BOARD'S, page 3) 
h, yeah, yeah. . . 
F-aculty Senate makes call 
. . . 
for Foundation to divest 
By TERI BROWN 
Staff writer 
The Faculty Senate on Tuesday 
approved a motion urging the 
divestment of EIU Foundation's 
monies invested in corporations that 
do business in South Africa.  
The decision was approved by the 
senate after members heard that three 
of five who responded to a 
referendum distributed among faculty 
members favored divestment. 
Senate member Terry Perkins, who 
.headed up a senate committee looking 
into the matter, said he had received 
237 ballots as of noon Tuesday. 
Of those, 59.5 percent were in 
favor of divestment and 41.5 percent 
· were against divestment. The vote. 
was 141 to 96, Perkins said . 
The senate's recommendation to 
divest comes four days after the · 
Foundation, addressed a Student 
Senate recommendation, which also 
urged quick divestment. 
$229,013 invested in - companies 
adhering to the "Sullivan Principles" 
and doing business in South Africa. 
- Several senate members said that 
their decision favoring divestiture 
centered on whether sending the 
referendum's results to the Foun­
dation would be a strong enough 
measure. 
. . 
"I think as a result of all of our 
studies, I weµt through two phases," 
senate member Ken Sutton said. "I 
first felt that the Foundation board 
would have more of a chance at 
change by putting pressure within 
Africa to help get rid o( apartheid. 
�'But as things went on, I started 
asking myself if I even wanted this 
country to change-did I even want it 
to survive? I would now vote for the 
motion. "  
Senate member Carol Stevens 
agreed with Sutton, saying she had 
gone through the same emotions as 
. he did . · 
Charleston Transit Authority performs a popular song from the band 
o during Ford Aid in the Subway Monday night. 
Both sets of recommendations will 
likely be acted on by the Foundation . 
at its next meeting in January. In 
early October, the Foundation had 
"I started out 'for divestiture and 
after everything, I came back to my 
original conclusion," she said . "If 
(See FACULTY, page 3) 
uncil creates two j�bs, bans parking 
Charleston City Council juggled two city ad­
tive posts during Tuesday night's meeting, both 
essing cost savings as the reason. 
uncil resolved to have the mayor draw a contract 
tgoing Building and Zoning Officer Robert 
' Sharp's newly-formed firm to administer a 
housing rehaj)ilitation grant, which the city was 
ded. 
resolution comes two weeks after Sharp was 
that he would have to vacate his position within 
. Sharp had been hired by the Pfeiffer ad­
·on to take charge of a similar grant in 1 984. 
contract calls for Sharp's firm to work solely with 
t for $37 ,000. Mayor Murray Choate and 
an Bruce Scism said it would save the city 
in fringe benefits .Sharp received . 
noted that under the contract, his respon­
as a purchasing agent will have to· be taken by 
city employee. 
'Iman Wayne Lanman said the reason for· the 
was the city could lose the grant if there is not a 
r company to help administer the grant. · 
said he will hand over a resignation Wednesday 
to take effect Nov. 21. 
The council also passed an ordinance creating the job 
of Executive Assistant to the Mayor and the Council . This 
job, which will include fewer responsibilities, takes the 
place of the city administrator post . 
The executive assistant will not have the power to hire 
and fire city employees, but will serve in an informational 
capacity to the mayor and the council.  Choate then ap­
pointed Chris Bezruki to the new positon. 
Finance Commissioner John Winnett expressed concern 
that the city would pay two salaries uritil current City 
Administrator Mike Steele" left office on Dec. I. However, 
the council indicated that Bezruki will be retained at his 
current intern pay level, with salary to be decided-later. 
Steele is currently earning more·than $40,000 and some 
on the council have indicated Bezruki's salary will be near 
$28,000 with an increase to $30,000 after six months. 
In other business, the council passed a resolution to 
advertise for a city engineer after Scism said the city could· 
not afford the use of outside firms. 
And in an apparent victory for residents on Buchanan 
and Third Streets, the city approved banning parking 
there by narrow 3-2 margins. Area residents had called the 
student parking a "24-hour headache," while students 
have called the parking necessary. 
Eastern to 
participate 
in h�aring 
� .. 
Wednesday, November.�.' 1985 The D&lly Eutern Ne 
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State/Nation/World 
Relatives try to help Soviet sailor 
Spymaster granted permission 
by U.S., to return to Soviet Union 
NEW ORLEANS-The lawyer who won Walter 
Polovchak's lawsuit to stay in the United States asked the 
federal court in New Orleans Tuesday to appoint a lawyer 
for the Soviet sailor who jumped ship near New Orleans. 
WASHINGTON {AP)-Vitaly Yurchenko, defected. 
Julien Kulas filed the lawsuit on behalf of three Ohio 
women who say they believe they are related to Miroslaw 
Medvid, said Orest Baranyk, a friend of Kulas' who ac- . 
companied him from Chicago to New Orleans. 
the Soviet spymaster who slipped from the As a result of his meeting on Tuesday, " 
CIA's grasp after three months in the United U.S.  government has decided that Mr. Y 
States , was granted permission to return to chenko's decision to return to the Soviet Uni 
Russia Tuesday after assuring U.S .  authorities was made of his own free will and that he 
he was not being forced by the Soviet Union to now free to leave the United States," S 
go home. Department spokesman Charles E. Red 
Yurchenko, clenching his hands over his said . 
"From a legal standpoint, this is the last recourse," 
Baranyk said, adding that a lawsuit filed in Washington, 
D.C.  was shut down Monday when a judge refused to hold a 
hearing. 
head like a victorious boxer, left the State "In arranging this meeting we wanted 
Department after a half-hour meeting and satisfy ourselves that Mr. Yurchenko truly 
declared, "Yes, home!" when asked if he was wish to return to the USSR and that he 
heading back to the Soviet Union. this decision freely and of his own volitio 
With four Soviet diplomats on one side and Redman said . 
Judge denies mistrial motion 
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-A federal judge denied a request 
for a mistrial Tuesday from defendants in a casino skim­
ming trial who ·said former Teamsters President Roy 
Williams hurt their case by suggesting that mobsters had 
murdered two union members. 
six State Department officials, including a He said the meeting was held in an 
doctor on the other, Yurchenko had his first mosphere free of the possibility of So 
face-to-face meeting with U.S .  authorities coercion and that Yurchenko was told 
since he walked away from their custody over . would not be subject to U.S .  detention 
the weekend, after three months in the United returned to Soviet custody if he did not w 
States. to be. 
U.S. District Judge Joseph E. Stevens said objections 
should have been raised when Williams made his remark on 
the witness stand Monday. 
Yurchenko had appeared at an extraordinary The doctor determined there was no 
"I frankly was surprised when a motion was not made (at 
the time) to strike the remark," Stevens said. 
news conference at the Soviet Embassy servable evidence Yurchenko had b 
Monday, charging he had been abducted in drugged, "which could affect his behavior 
Rome, drugged and pumped for secrets in CIA that he was not competent to make· his 
hideaways . The State Department denied the decision to return to the USSR," Redman 
charges, saying Yurchenko · had voluntarily 
CAESAR'S 
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL 
LASAGNA & GARLIC BREAD 
Salad & Drink lnclu�ed $285 
CORNER 4th & LINCOLN 345-2844 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS MINORITY 
.. �.�.- ...  -. . ... INTERNSHIPS 
DEADLINE APPROACHING 
A limited number of paid internships are available to minority 
students at Eastern during the 1986 Spring Semester . These 
Board of Governor's internships pay $1,000 per month for four 
months. 
Students from all disiplines who are interested in pursing public 
service careers or policymaking positions in the private sector are 
invited to apply. 
Applicants must be upperclassmen or graduate students with 
cumulative gpa's of at least 2. 75. 
Applications must be received by 4:30 p.m., Friday, 
Novembe� 8. Applications forms are available in Old Main 202. 
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-BEER BASH NITES-
Every Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 8 p.m.-1 a.m. 
$5.00 per person or $9.00 per couple 
ALL DRAFT BEER YOU CAN DRINK 
Live Entertainment 
Tues. & Sun. Wed. 
Sure Fire Lickety Split 
Thurs. 
Illinois 
Fri. & Sat. 
Backstage 
Boogie 
ll1e italin11 lnltcr�1 
... rraola 
11pagl1etti J1nu11e 
667 linroln 348· 7777 
coupon .............. ... 
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GONDOLA 
1 6" of FRESH Homemade BREAD 
Filled with Ham, Salami, Cheese, Lettuce 
coupon 
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tudent loses in school. board election bid 
Eastern student's bid to become the second 
nt elected to the Charleston Unit 1 School 
fell short as two incumbents won in a three­
rural match. 
anwnile, in the focal contest, optometrist Ken 
beat retired Charleston High School 
tor Mathiel Crane. 
the rural race, incumbents Board President 
Rigg and former president Alvin Coartney 
defeated Marvin "Roy" Stewart, a senior 
ntary education major, by a substantial 
for the rural seats . 
ney led the three-way struggle, taking a 
ding 1 ,370 votes with Rigg pulling in 935 . 
art took a distant third with 5 1 7  votes . 
the other race for the local seat on the board , 
er defeated Crane 1 5 10 to 8 1 7 .  
figure o n  the total voter turnout i n  
ieston was not available, but the turnout in 
county was 20 percent, County Election Co­
tor Betty Coffrin said . -
·gg, who was elected to the board as an Eastern 
t in 1 98 1 ,  said he was "pleased" with the 
ts of the election. 
'm pleased , of course,  with the results , "  Rigg 
• "It's very encouraging. "  
tney, who is an Ashmore farmer, was also 
with the evening's turnout. 
art declined to comment on the results . 
er, winner of the local seat , said being a 
t of Charleston for 35 years and an Eastern 
ate , he was pleased with the local support he 
ved . 
· 
I'm really happy I won, "  Baker said. " It was 
satisfying since I 've lived in Charleston this 
.. 
t there was discussion about the set-up of the 
Ballot reader wins big 
By PETER YUNDT 
Staff writer 
Coles County' s  new ballot reader was the big 
winner in the Charleston school board elections. 
·The 600-per-minute ballot reader replaced the old 
300-per-minute reader which failed during the April 
township elections . Results from the March 
mayoral election wer.e held up until 2 : 30 a.m.  
because of  a faulty fan that cushions the ballots 
within the machine. 
Betty Coffrin; Coles County Office Election 
Administrator, said the machine was working 
"fine" following the first returns that were 
reported. 
"The machine is working at 600 ballots per 
minute , "  said Coffrin . "People processing the 
precincts and stacking them against the computer' ' 
is the reason Coffrin gave as to why the results 
were slow in being reported. 
Complaints by both the citizens and candidates 
after the April elections prompted Coffrin to 
recommend to county· board that a new counter 
was needed. 
We had a company come in and show us som"" 
options and this was the best one ,"  said Coffrin. 
She also said the old machine had been fixer' 
Final elections returns were reported just aner IO 
p . m . ,  barely three hours after the first returns came 
in. In the mayoral elections last spring, final 1 esults 
came six hours after the first returns were reported . 
ballot. The problem stemmed from the way the 
ballot was written with the names altogether, not 
distiguishing the two separate races . 
Because of the structure of the Charleston 
School Board election process-rural seats had 
.three candidates running for two seats and the 
local contest had two candidates running for 
one-voters complained. 
._. "The state school board code requires this type 
of ballot, "  Coffrin said . "The state would have to 
change, if it was to be changed . "  
Coffrin said she has had some complaints about 
the ballot including some concerning small print in 
the ballot ' s  directions . 
Coffrin said that it was conceivable that a voter 
who had a maximum of two votes in the rural and 
one in the city could have voted for either of the 
three candidates in the rural area altogether .  A 
voter could also have chosen for two candillates in 
the town race. 
If the voter did this , Coffrin said their vote 
would not be disqualified,  but iristead , the votes 
would end up canceling out the other . 
Coffrin said the County Clerk Associati.on ha� 
lobbied to get the ballot changed , but the .-;tate 
didn't address the problem. 
" I  don't really like the system," said Rigg , 
whose name was situated atop all the candidates ' .  
"The state legislature would have to change it." -
Rigg said before school cons.olidation occurred, 
districts were able to set up ballots with each office 
stated, separately . 
Coartney agreed with Rigg's assessment of the 
problem the ballot poses to voters . 
" I  could see where· someone could get con­
fused, "  he said . "There should be some sort of 
gap between offices .  It 's time to get some type of 
legislation to get this changed. "  
· 
Baker also agreed with the two candidates about 
the issue of the ballot. 
"I feel it gives all the candidates a disad­
vantage, "  Baker said . "It was conceivable that 
many candidates could lose votes with that type of 
ballot . "  
hultz reports no progress at meeting Board's __ from page 1 
other state in the·· natibn·, ,,; ;�d 
Stanley Ikenberry, president of -ttie 
University of Illinois, when the staff 
SCOW (AP) - Secretary of 
George P .  Shultz wound up 14 
of "vigorous discussion" with 
· t Leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev 
other Kremlin officials Tuesday, 
g the talks failed to narrow the 
owers '  differences on arms 
ol. 
ultz said that despite "serious 
cements , the two sides had 
ed to work hard in preparing the 
. 19-20 summit meeting between 
President Reagan and Gorbachev in 
Geneva. 
"Basically, we have a lot to do," 
Shultz said. 
In a news · conference before 
departing for an overnight ref\ieling 
stop in Iceland, Shultz tempered his 
downbeat appraisal of the two-day 
visit by observing "we see some 
positive developmments" in the U.S . -. 
Soviet relationship . 
But he was unable to cite any 
major area of reconciliation or 
prospect of an accord for the first 
superpower summit in more than six 
years. 
In fact, Shultz said, he would not 
bet on an agreement in principle 
between the two leaders on how to 
pursue a treaty to curb the arnis race. 
Philosophically, Shultz said "life 
does not end in the· middle of 
November. "  
___________from page 1 
g out hastens the revolution, so 
it. I can't live with where the 
y I donate to the Foundation is 
" 
ate member Bob Wiseman 
reed. "There is always someone 
is willing to make a profit off of 
eone ' s  · si l ly mistak e .  As 
holders we have the right to 
· e and try to change the 
y," he said . " If we're non-
olders , then we're just wasting 
reath ." 
senate voted on the motion, 
it with 10 approvals and three 
ntions. 
The senate motion stated : "The 
Faculty Senate of Eastern Illinois 
University urge the Eastern Illinois 
Univ.ersity Foundation to divest itself 
of any investments in companies 
doing business with South Africa. "  
I n  other business,  the senate 
continued discussion of graduate 
faculty procedures. Graduate faculty 
currently has to reapply every seven 
years.  
A new policy approved by the 
graduate council states that an in­
structor must hold a terminal degree 
in the field of assignment and exhibit 
continued professional research or 
The Office of Continuing Education 
announces 
"Looking Out for No. 1 - A Personal Safety Workshop" 
December 2, 4, 9 & 11 
4:45 - 6:30 p.m. 
Effingham Room, University Union 
Paul Nawa, Instructor, P.E. Department E.l.U. 
short course teaching methods of prevention for mugging, 
rape, attack and assault. There will be classroom 
instructions and demonstrations. 
Participant_tee: $25.00 
register, call 581-5114. Please register by Monday, Nov. 
25th. 
creative activity in · their area of 
specialization. 
"I think the real intent is to get rid 
of the adjunct faculty along with 
those without PhD's , "  Perkins said. 
" Some are in favor of reap­
plication, but are against the con­
tinuing research. They figure they've 
done it once, why should they have to 
do it again, "  he continued. 
Perkins later said the graduate 
council had met Tuesday and had 
passed the new policy. And that 
Tuesday was the last day they would 
hear anything on the subject. "They 
consider it a closed issue," he said. 
., recommendations were made . 
The only· member not voting for 
the proposal was William Forsythe, a 
board member from the University of 
Illinois . Forsythe ,  who voted 
"present" argued the panel was in 
effect taking the matter of admissions· 
standards away from the ad­
ministration of the individual colleges 
and universities . 
Under state law, the board can 
establish admissions standards, but 
the panel traditionally has left them 
up to the governing boards of the 
Illinois public universities. 
The new requirements are: 
•Four years of English emphasizing 
written and oral communications and 
literature. 
•Three years of social studies 
emphasizing history and governmenl . 
•Three years of mathematics ,  
including introductory through ad­
v a n c e d  a l g e b r a ,  g e o m e t r y ,  
trigonometry o r  fundamentals of 
computer programming. 
•Three years of laboratory sciences. 
•Two years of electives in foreign 
languages, music and art. 
.Opinion' 
Editotials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editoria.I board 
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Nottoo late 
to chip into 
agency's drive 
It's not too late to give some financial 
charity to the United Way fund drive. 
In less than a month, Charleston area_ 
residents pumped more than $11 , 000 into 
the fund drive through the Eastern Illinois 
University division of the United Way. 
At latest count, their gooowill has 
Edi I I mustered up 1 O 1 tor a percent of the 1985 
goal, treasurer Carol 
Strode recently announced. The fund drive 
began Sept. 27. 
With little more than a week before the 
Nov. 12 fund drive deadline, the push is on 
to generate the rest of the money to make 
the drive a total success. 
EIU United Way Committee member 
Charles Ross dubbed Strode as the 
"powerhouse" behind the fund drive, noting 
the time and effort she's contributed to a 
good cause. . 
But while Strode and the committee, 
which is composed of five faculty and staff 
m�bers, are still working diligently' the 
more that can be raised, the more local 
groops wlU benefit. 
The tax-deductible contributions the 
committee is soliciting will benefit social 
service agencies in the area. A couple of 
the beneficiaries are: 
•Camp New Hope: A camp about 13 
miles south of Mattoon that provides 
programs and activities for mentally and 
physically handicapped individuals of all 
ages. 
•Women Against Rape: a support 
organization for ·rape victims, which also has 
several representatives who give seminars 
and presentations on rape prevention and 
coping with the crime. 
And as many as 20 other social service 
agencies will also benefit from your 
goodwill. 
Pledge cards or payroll deduction cards 
can still be picked up in Strode's office, in 
the Physical Plant. 
Chipping in to the United Way fund drive 
is the best way to say 'I care,' no matter how 
small the donation. But the agencies can 
only reap as much as is sown. 
WHAT WA.S TNAr7 . ,, 
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Leftover turkey is pilgrims' legacy 
I assume all of you know what's going to happen 
in the next few weeks. Notebook: Thanksgiving. 
We all know what that means, don't we? 
Leftovers. . Julie Zook As long as I can remember, the Thanksgiving 
fare has always been a problem. Not the fare itself, 
but the overabundance of it that could feed a biggest eaters on Thanksgiving and other major 
fami ly of four for months. holidays. 
And when I say a·family of four, I don't mean two I really believe that they diet all year just so they 
parents and 2.8 kids. No. I mean four adults, all can pig out on ho!iday fare. 
over seven feet tall who weigh in the vicinity of Thanksgiving is not my favorite holiday. It's ranked 
400 pounds each. pretty close to Arbor Day, as far as I'm concerned. 
Of course, the reason the four adults may be so Thanksgiving is great if you like turkey. It's great if 
massive in size is because their mothers force-fed you like football games. It's great if you like to go 
them the leftovers left over from years and years shopping for Christmas gifts with the rest of the 
gone by. , civilized world. It's great if you like leftovers. It's 
I always dread hosting the Thanksgiving bash at great if you like listening to all your relatives gossip 
my parents' house. All the relatives show up, all about people you've never met and never will. 
the relatives' friends show up, and relatives I've None of those qualify as my favorite things. And let 
never heard of, much less met, show up. me point this out: When Julie Andrews sang about 
That can lead to an awesome amount of food. her favorite things, she didn't mention Thanksgiving 
And an equally awesome amount of dreaded or leftovers. . 
leftovers. The .only-and I do mean only-good thing about 
And you know who ends up facing the endless Thanksgiving .are the parades. 
turkey sandwiches, turkey casserole, turkey cac- But I even have problems with parades. But the 
ciatore, turkey soup and other assorted turkey problem is my own fault, sort of. 
leftover fare. Parades are scheduled for the morning. Now, 
But turkey is not the only food substance which is · first of all, I am just not a morning person. So 
left over. sometimes I sleep through the best of 
There's plain dressing. There's oyster dressing. parades-Macy's annual extravaganza. Other 
There's cold mashed potatoes. There's cold, times, though, I miss the parade because our 
congealed giblet gravy. There's cranberry stuff fami ly is driving on 1-55 to get to a family �ash. 
mixed with cherry gelatin. There's lime gelatin mixed Personally, I'd rather see the parade than go to 
with celery parts. There's m incemeat pie that no one the family bash, but I usually don't have a choice in 
even got near. the fami ly travel plans. 
There's leftover pretend dairy topping. But there's I think this year I ' l l  just skip Thanksgiving 
never any pumpkin pie left over to use the topping altogether. 
on. I don't know exactly what I will do, but I can't 
There's something else which is never left over. face four months of leftovers. It's inhumane. 
Alka-Seltzer. -Julie Zook is government editor and a regular 
It never fails to amaze me that people who diet all columnist for the·Daily Eastern News. 
year and are concerned about calories are the 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News 
welcomes letters to the editor 
from any reader addressing 
issues relating to the campus 
community. 
The name and telephone 
number of at least one author 
must be submitted with each 
letter to the editor. 
Only the first three names from 
letters containing more than three 
author:.s will be published unless 
further specified. 
Letters submitted without a 
name (or with a pseudonym) or 
without a telephone number or 
oth er m eans of ver ify ing 
authorships wi l l  not be published. 
Authorship of letters will be 
verified by telephone or by means 
otherwise specified by the author 
prior to publication. 
Names will be withheld only 
upon justifiable request. 
Letters should not exceed 250 
words. Letters which exceed the 
250-word l imit will be edited 
Wednesday, November 6, 1 985 
nate receives election petitions 
enty-four students have turned in petitions for 
dent government election slated for Nov. 13. 
"on co-chairman Steve Hogan said Tuesday 
dents are vying for five full seats and one half 
the at-large district. -
the off-campus district, four students have 
in petitions for five full seats and two half 
In the residence hall district, nine students are 
for four full seats. 
rts concerning two informational booklets 
given at the Student Senate meeting Wed­
y. 
te Speaker Larry Markey said the first report 
a student government informational 
t which is "complete, revised and ready for 
tion." 
pamplet basically ''depicts what student 
nt is,'' Markey explained. 
explanation of the purpose and duties of the 
legislative, judicial and executive branchs are in­
cluded in the booklet, he added. 
In addition, a report regarding the rape booklets, 
which were sponsored joiritly by the senate and the 
Residence Hall Association, are in and ready for 
distribution, Markey said. 
The pamplet describes what rape is, dispels the 
myths concerning rape, and tells how a woman can 
prevent a possible rape, Markey said. 
Markey said the booklet also explains what to do if 
attacked, what a rape victim's immediate mental and 
emotional concerns are, and what happens when a 
rape victim talks with police and the courts. 
Markey said both booklets will probably be 
distributed next semester to both on- and off-campus 
&tudents. 
In other business, the senate, which is scheduled to 
meet at 7 p.m.  in' the Union-addition Arcola-Tuscola 
room, will receive the audits for the Performing and 
Visual Arts Board and the Apportionment Board. 
ychiatric test ordered for Seeley 
e Ralph Pearman Friday 
that accused murderer 
D. Seeley, 30, be tran­
to a psychiatric ap­
nt Wednesday. 
Seeley's arraignment where 
ed innocent to strangling 
junior Jane Manbeck, 
paign defense attorney 
At that time, Judge Paul C. 
Komada upheld State's Attorney 
Nancy Owen's ot>jection that the 
motion was a "blanket" move 
whic)l could be abused by the 
defel].dant .  
Savoy psychiatrist Laurence 
Jeckel. 
Frederick would not say 
whether he would request further 
examinations. 
Seeley was charged with 
Manbeck'� murder on Sept. 23 
after poliC'e found the girl dead in 
Seeley's trailer at 1700 E. Adams 
St. When they arrived, Seeley was 
the only other person in the 
trailer, police said. 
5 
PAUL KLATT I Staff photographer Frederick requested the 
County sheriff be ordered 
port Seeley to and from 
Since then, Frederick moved for 
a substitution of judges on the 
grounds that Komada is "so 
prejudiced against (Seeley) that he 
cannot receive a fair trial.'' 
Frederick would not comment on 
why he believed Komada to be 
biased. 
Police said they had been 
alerted by attendants from the 
psychiatric ward of Sarah Bush 
Lincoln Health Center. 
Umpffll 
· tric examinations. 
erick's motion stated the 
was looking into an in­
defense and was-"seeking a 
nation of the defendant's 
to stand trial." 
While that initial motion said 
the defense intended to have 
Seeley examined several times, 
Pearman's court order Friday 
made provisions for only one 
appointment on Wednesday with 
STATE FARM 
INSURANCE 
® 
STATE FARM 
SUMMER 
/NOR/TY INTERN 
PROGRAM 
A Sarah Bush attendant said 
they had received a call from 
Seeley,· wh� said 'something was 
wrong" with his firlfriend 
Coal converter workers make sure the 
smoke stack is in good working condition on 
a cold and windy Tuesday afternoon . 
WE L •vE E.1.U. STUDENTS! 
"YOUR JOLLY HABERDASHER'" � 
a :t, 4 •es c...;.,a;f i 
407 Lincoln Avenue 
Charleston, 1 llinois 61920 
Aon & Sue Leathers - Owners Phone 1217) 345-6944 
STUDENT APPRECIATION 
SALE 
Nov. 6th thru Nov. 16th 
20%·off 
All Russell 
\ 
501 Levis 
Levi Corduroys 
Dress Slacks 
Sport Coats 
Qampus �nterviews 
uesday, November 12, 1985 
T-shirts 
Sweat shirts 
Sweat pants 
& 
jerseys 
All Jantzen 
Sweaters 
•Ties 
•Belts 
20% off 
$5.00 
Rack 
Values up to $20 
JUNIORS 
• U-wear 
-.20% qff 
ti/:; Holloway & Harvard ACKETS 
Wednesda , November 6 , ,t.985 The Dall Eastern N 
-
CHARLESTON TANNING CENTER 
Tan more. of you for less. 
Introductory offer 52.50 per session 
No purchase of packages necessary 
Two large , 24 tamp Wolf Tanning-beds 
New intense bulbs 
Spacious Tanning Rooms 
Call for appointment . 
S·1 I s· Body 7 AM to 1 1 AM Mon.-F n .  _ f U Shop 348-541 1 • 1 705 Jackson · 
Also, Charleston dive and scuba shop 
All swimming, d�ving & scuba equipment discounted t<> students. 
345-541 1 
- ,  
· '11nnnnn������imnnm�l The News welcomes anyone' 
with a willingness to learn . 
Stop by Buzzard North Gym 
to join the award-winning News team! 
. Open24 H rs 
·HALF PRICE SALE! 
IGA �:- · / . . . I , ;...,.,,.,..,,... -White . . · Bread 16 0z. � 29$ 
IGA Frozen 
Orange 
Juice 6 oz.  
Boneless 
Chuck Roast 
Chateau Alkaline 
- · 1 Batteries 
: D, C or $114 
9 volt 
'-"· 
Ground Beef 
88� Lb. 
$1 38 • Lb . IGA Tablerite Red Potatoes 
10  Lbs . 
· IGA Tablerite USDA choice Meat 
Franks 99� Flav-0-Rite 
Whipped 37C. 64� Lb . I Topping s oz. -� 
J':---.-iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii�I !:::::ii=-:::f:::::::S=H=O:::::;:.P :f/:::z;·::;:I === · - ·---�)! 
;, < .. 
YOU NG CI RCLE e JUN IOR RELATED SEPARATES 
by Union Bay, Esprit Gentrra and Genisis. 
Assorted sizes, fabrics and colors. 1 L Q f f  Reg. 26.00-96.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . .  73 
YOUNG CI RCLE e J U N IOR STI R R U P  PANTS 
���:h��e:���e���� .�1���'. .r��: .r.���1 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  9.  9 9 
LADI ES' SPORTSWEAR e FASH ION SWEATE RS 
Vests. cardigans and pullovers. 
Acrylic/wool. S-M-l. 2 99 29 99 39 99 Reg. 36.00-60.00 . . . . . . . . . .  4. • . • • 
PETITE SPORTSWEAR e BLOUSES 
Dressy and sporty wovens and polyesters. 
Assorted colors. Sizes 8- 1 8  and 99 & 9 99 petites 4- 1 4. Reg. to 32.00 . . . . . . . . .  1 6 . 1 . 
LADI ES' SLEEPWEAR e SATIN SLEEPSH I RT 
�i::.eR1:�2��. ���. ���i:.�. �� �.s.����- . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9.99 
LADIES' SHOES e SPORT SHOES 
Entire stock! Bass. Connie. Corelli,  Fanfare. 
Dominique. Mia, Sperry and more. 22 49 36 OO . Reg. 29.99·48.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • • 
. . 
ACCESSORIES e HANES TOO FALL SALE 
Nov. 7- 1 6. Sheers, control top. light support and 
=.: �����4������: ��·�� �I��� .. . . . . . . . 1 .80-3.80 
ACCESSORIES e ARIS CABLE KN ITS 
Includes newsooy cap, cuff hat. hoodscarf, . 
palm glove and mitten. Assorted colors. 9 9 1 3 9 9 Reg. 9.00- 1 8.00 • . . • • • . • • . • . . • . • . • • . • . . • . .  5. • . 
THE HOME STORE e FLANNEL SH EETS 
Prints. stripes, solids and. windowpane-patterns in 1 0096 cotton. 
Twin Reg. 1 6.00 • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • •  9.99 
Full Reg. 20.00 • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 2.99 
Queen Reg. 24.00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • •  1 8.99 
King Reg. 26.00 • • • . • • .  · • • • • . • • • •  , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 9.99 · 
Std� Case Reg. 8.00 ea • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •  4.99 ... 
GIRLS' & YOUNG JRS. e LEE ·JEANS & JACKETS 
Selected fashion jeans and 1 4  oz. basic denim 
· ·- jackets. 1 00% cotton with controlled 
shrinkage. Girls' 4-7, 8· 1 4, 7 99 young jrs. 6- 1 4. Reg. 23.00-35.00 • • • • .  1 4.99 & 1 . 
LADI ES' COORDI NATED SPORTSWEAR 
I ncludes blazers. skirts, pants. blouses and 
sweters by White Stag. Kor-et, Panther, Personal I I ,  
Lady Graff. Russ, Devon, Cos Cob, K o  Ko Knits, 
Cricket Lane, B lake and more. From Ladip.s' 
Sportswear. Petite Sportswear and Woman's 
World. Not al l  manufacturers E 2 5% 400/ l isted are represented in each store . . .  SA V c • 70 
TH E M EN'S STORE e LEATH E R  JACKETS 
Two waist length models with plush zip-out 
l iners. Black, brown and cordavan. 38-46 99 99 regu lars. Reg. 1 50.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
M E N' S  SPORTSWEAR e RON C H E R ESKIN S H I RTS 
Long sleeve sport shirts with spread collars. _ 
�����L�����n;1��i �1�.r�: .����-���� . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9 .99 
M E N'S SPORTSWEAR e SPORT SH I RTS & VESTS 
Leonardo Strassi long sleeve sport shirts 
in button down and spread collar models. Assorted 
patterns. Poly/cotton. 1 0096 lambswool sweater 
vests made in Ita ly. Assorted colors. 1 2 99 & 1 5  99 . S- M-L-Xl. Reg. 20.00 & 2 5.00 . . . . . • •
RED CAR PET e POLAR FLEECE JACKETS 
Double brushed polar fleece pullover serves as 
an active top or outerwear. 1 00% acrylic. 
�i:�:!i. �h:.��· .  �: ·. �i���� .�� � �.�� . . . . . . . . .  : . 1 9 .  99 
RED CARPET e OUTERWEAR 
Famous maker poplin and canvas waist length 
jaqkets. S·M·L·XL 36, 38, 40, 42, 44. Cayne's 
leather designer look with hidden hood� Sizes ' 
' 
36-44. Assorted colors. , 39 99 & 99 99 Reg. 5 5.00-60.00 and 1 35.00 . . . . . .  • 
. 
• 
RED CARPET e LONG SLEEVE -WOVEN S H I RTS 
Famous maker button down and spread collar 
models. Assorted updated plaids and stripes. 1 O 9 9 Poly/cotton. S-M·L·XL Reg. 20.00 • •  '. . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . • -
BOYS' & RED CARPET I I  e LEE PRE-WASHED JEANS 
Straight leg jeans in 1 00% cotton denim. 
Sizes 4-7 reg. and slim. 8· 1 4  reg. and sli"l. O 99 1 3 99 25·30 waist. Reg. 1 8.00-2 1 .00 . . • . . • . . • I . • . 
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ulking up for winter, Eastern worker, Steve Piercy works on the win· 
of the Applied Science building ,  Tuesday afternoon . 
L�wful disk copying 
ava i lable at Eastern· 
By CHRIS ILOSVAY Staff writer 
The academic computer center has 
made a word prrn;:essing program 
which allows legal disk copying 
available to Eastern's  faculty, staff 
and students . 
Computer Services Director Dave 
Henard said students interested in 
using or copying the program can go 
to the academic computer center, 
located in the Student Services 
Building basement. 
To use the program, the Personal 
Computer Wright Word Processor, 
students must supply a disk to copy 
the program onto, Henard said . 
R o d  S c h a ffe r ,  s c i e n t i f i c  
programmer at the academic com­
puter center , said, "The cost of disk:. 
range from about $7 to $ 1 0, 
depending on disk quality. 
"The advantage of the PC 
Wright' s  availability is that it allows 
the student to copy their disks 
legally, "  he said . 
Henard said ·an operation manual is 
available for users at about $20 in the 
Union bookstore. 
"The PC Wright Word Processor 
available is as good as the ones 
commercially available and many 
members of the faculty use it . "  
Henard said . The program can be 
used by any author for any type of 
text . 
Life ski l ls sem i nar a ims at 
how to cope with jealousy 
I 
By CAROL ROEHM Staff writer 
Learning how to deal with "the 
green-eyed monster, " jealousy, will 
be the focus of a Life Skills Seminar 
conducted at noon _Wednesday in the 
Union addition Greenup room. 
Eleanor McCabe of the Counseling 
Center said vario.us aspects of 
jealousy, including the definition of 
jealousy, how · jealousy affects a 
person and how a jealous person 
responds to situations, will be 
discussed . 
" Jealousy is very destructive and 
very upsetting . "  McCabe said . "And 
people experience it as being over­
whelming and it leaves them feeling 
out of control . "  
"Everyone has times when they're 
jealous and they need to know how 
to manage their behavior before they 
react, "  McCabe said . 
McCabe said she will encourage the 
audience to recognize jealousy­
producing situations and demonstrate 
how to manage them by conducting 
jealousy exercises . 
"If  time permits, the audience will 
be asked to react to jealousy­
producing situations , "  McCabe said . 
' 'They will demonstrate how they 
would really react to the situation and 
then they will be shown the ideal way 
to react . "  _ 
McCabe said she believes i t  is 
important for everyone to learn about 
jealousy so the person does not repeat 
the behavior. and ruin a relationship . 
The workshop is free and open to 
the public . 
rpretations of pornography d i ,scussed by panel 
·es editor 
ography discussion, serving as a follow up 
week's pornography movie, · "Not A Love 
will be conducted from 7 to 9 p .m.  
y in  the east end of the Old Ballroom. 
ography: Facts , Interpretations, Open 
Susan Woods, Eastern health instructor,  and 
Bonnie Buckley, member of Women Against Rape 
will also be panel members . 
on the causes of rape and assault . 
" Research shows that some people believe that 
porno causes sexual assault and others believe it 
reinforces assault , " Buckley said . A slide presentation will begin the lecture, 
Brayfield said. Discussions 'of similarities between offenders' 
characteristics and pornography characteristics will 
also be portrayed. 
n" will consist of a three-woman 
"The slides will help distinguish between por­
nography and other types of sexually explicit 
material, "  she said . ' 'The belief that men are dominant and . that 
women should be passive are characteristics present 
in the offender and pornography, "  Buckley said. 
tion panel , said Peggy Brayfield , a panelist 
ber of the Women's  Studies Council . 
gh the discussion is a follow up to the 
rayfield said students. do need to have seen 
This will help enable the audience to establish a 
common definition of pornography in order to 
promote discussion, Brayfield said . · The presentation is free of charge and open .to 
all . Buckley said she will discuss the research results 
to participate. 
1111�Sll1�.s A�[) 
�llll� '311� 
()�ISl�IS 
Girls 
TIGHT JEANS � '-'1'" CONTEST N-\��'-
�� . t�'-� 
Miiier 
and 
Miiier 7 5¢ 
' Ute 
Longnecks 
�===== Ch a ml!__S�:;. 
· 1;1aczbOk 1�3 
Because life is not a spectator sport:• 
Y2 OFF SALE ! 
Buy anyl=lac!l>Ok at our . -� already low price and � buy any other pair 
of shoes for 
. .  _·  �-. . _· 112 off the top price  
LAST DAY 
SO HURRY IN ! !  
University Village • 345-300 1 
8, 
-Easternl ____ from page 1 
Qn the increased number of students 
majoring in business, the problems 
arising from two buildings housing 
business courses and the lack of 
specialized facilities needed for 
business. 
programs are in line with the pur­
poses of the capital improvement 
funds allocated under Build Illinois. 
Ryan, during an Oct. 17 visit to 
campus,  was non-comniital ori 
whether Eastern's project would . be 
one of the 108 additional projects to 
receive Build Illinois funding. The 
programs require $ 100 million more 
funding than what is expected to be 
generated under Build Illinois . 
"We're looking forward to a very 
good day," said Ted Ivarie, dean of 
the College of Business. "Hopefully, 
Ryan will see our need (for planning 
money) is so obvious there will be 
only one unescapable conclusion he 
can make: to recommend we receive 
the planning money." 
Ryan will also seek information 
about a planned Charleston sewer 
project and about added funding for 
Fox Ridge and Lincoln Log Cabin 
state parks. 
.Eastern is asking for $230,000 for 
the College of Business facility. The 
Wednesday hearing is scheduled to 
begin at 3 p.m. in Blair Hall, room 
1 08. 
"Ryan's hearing will be multi­
faceted," Ivarie added, "but the 
session will focus mainly around the 
College of Business's request for 
planning money for the building 
addition. 
Ryan said he will make a 
recommendation to Thompson in late 
November or- early December on what 
L l !.'Y"J J 
Society of · 
Manufactu ri ng 
Eng i n�ers 
MEETING : Thurs.  Nov. 7th , 7· : 00 pm 
PLACE: Charleston- Mattoon Rm 
Special Appearance: Earl Lomax, 
General Electric , Senior Mfg . Er:igineer 
ALL I NVITED! ! 
• ,.r r ,,, Look into the one 
market research 
graduate program 
that all 
these companies 
are involved in: 
A.C. Nielsen Company 
Advertising Research Foundation 
Audits & Surveys, Inc. 
Burke Marketing Services 
Campbell Soup Co. 
Coca-Cola USA 
Custom Research Inc. 
Frito-Lay 
General Foods 
General Mills, Inc. 
Grey Advertising 
Kenneth Hollander Associates 
McDonald & Little Advertising 
Market Facts, Inc. 
Marketing & Research 
Counselors, Inc. 
MRCA Information Services 
Needham, Harper & Steers Advertising 
NFO Research, Inc. 
Procter & Gamble 
Ralston Purina Co. 
Sears, Roebuck 
SSC&B: Lintas Worldwide 
The Pillsbury Company 
Yankelovich, Skelly & White 
Young & Rubicam 
The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing R�earch Program is 
truly unique. It is governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders 
of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program · 
that prepares you for the real world. 
It 's  a fifteen month program that combines classroom and on­
the-job research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated 
program of graduate study leading to a Master of Marketing Research degree. 
As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff. 
$6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Professor Fred D .  Reynolds 
122 Brooks Hall University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30602 
Dear Sir: 
Please send me complete information on your MMR program. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
� � I 
I City State ip 
· I 
L�� 
I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - � 
------- Lose som ething? Checki-------
. The Dailv Eastern News 
. classified ads ! 
. .J. 
Budweiser Blast 
Pitchers 
2 .00 
Bud shirts , watches 
and bandanas 
ONLY 3.00 Each 
All Day All Night 
"onn-mnc 
mmsm I L  .. 
Wednesday Nite 
LADIES 
NIGHT 
8 pm Yi price bar drinks 
Night Hawk Diner 
Open late 
after bars ! 
Tell someone you care 
with a c1ass1t1ea s 
an nour  1cem en t .  
" AFTER HOURS" R 
5:00 and 7:1 5 
CHARLES BRONSON 
" D EATH WISH Ill" R 
5:05 . 7:20 
" STAND ALONE" R 
5:1 0 AND 7 :1 0 
-� � : - l ' • I ' .; ' 
. ' 
-::·· • • • • • • • 
' The Producers hit  songs 
She Sheila & What's He Got 
Nm/. 7,  1985 · 8:00 p.m. - McAfee 
Tickets on sale at the box office 9 a . m .  · 3 p . m .  58 1 ·5122 
$3 . 00  ElU Students. $4 .00 General Public 
with special guest .The Last Gentlemen 
Co-sponsored by UB Concerrs & Momsroge 
Visa & Mastercard accept� Ilk:.-= 
• .  
"'\ ' I 
f 
. ! 
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Dealing with room mates 
easier. with semin·ar 's  t ips 
By CAROL ROEHM 
Staff writer 
Problems stemming from sharing 
living quarters and methods of 
negotiation were discussed Tuesday at 
a workshop titled "Living Together: 
The Art of Negotiation . "  
Kent Beeler o f  the Educational 
Psychology and Guidance department 
defined terms such as negotiation , 
mediation and arbitration and ex­
plained how these techniques could be 
used to resolve a conflict . 
College students are most com­
monly faced with roommate problems 
such as study time, who does what 
chores, sleeping time, personal habits , 
entertainment time, who pays the bills 
and community property, according 
to Beeler. 
" Roommate conflicts arise from 
the differing lifestyles , "  Beeler said . 
must have a balanced position o f  
power, both must remember that 
, ::ompromise is the goal and the two 
)arties must agree to to abide by the 
final agreement . 
Beeler also pointed ottt that t he · 
people involved in the negot1a1 1on 
should understand some aspects of . 
human behavior. 
People will not make defr, ions  i f  
they can avoid them. They d o  not 
like to be told what to do , Beeler 
said. 
People carry out decisions that the"· 
helped formulate and do not enter 
agreements without some k ind  o f  
doubts , Beeler explained . 
" It ' s  best to negotiate early before 
the problem gets out of hand , "  
Beeler . said . "Bring the problem to 
the attention of your roommate 
because they may not know that 
something is bothering you . 
CINDY BRUSIC I Staff photographer 
"The purpose of a decision-making 
process to solve these conflicts i s  to 
reach an equitable agreement ,  or in 
other words find something that both 
parties can live with , "  Beeler said . 
' ' You should ask the person to 
explain their feelings on the issue, 
and then demonstrate that you un­
derstand them by restating in -your 
own words what you think they 
meant, "  Beeler said . Eastern workers Boyze Oilman and Hank Beurskens fence off the pipe 
e they added on to outside Taylor Hal l .  
Before a decision-making process 
can be conducted, the issues must be 
evident · to both parties ,  both parties 
________________from page 1 
'ng to a draft sent in October to the IBHE. 
tern currently operates under a set of less 
gent standards that were approved by the CAA 
984. 
tern's requirements differed from the IBHE 
by calling for one year less of mathematics, 
year less · of social studies and one year less of 
ral science. Eastern also requires no formal 
ground in foreign language, art or music as 
IBHE proposal does . 
though Eastern President Stanley Rives said he 
d have preferred each university have final say 
its admission standards,  he said "it 's  going a 
far" to say students will have to decide on 
e their freshman year in high school . 
ith the new high · school graduation 
'! 
requirements instituted by the State Board of 
Education, the decision will more likely be made in 
their junior year ,"  R,ives said . 
Rives added that the IBHE has also allowed each 
institution to adopt provisional admission stan­
dards which will give the institution the option of 
admitting students who do not meet the new 
requirements based on other criteria . 
Each ·institution will have to decide what the 
provisional standards will be. 
Local school officials also said they believed the 
admission requirements may have detrimental 
effects on vocational programs and courses . 
"They're (IBHE) making the assumption that 
vocational students don't go to college, "  Walter 
Warfield , superintendent of Community Unit 
School District 2, said . " Right now we're capable 
of giving kids vocational courses they like and still 
prepare them for college . "  
Warfield said he believes the IBHE's  action will 
force high schools "the other way" concerning 
vocational courses . 
"Your don't  raise standards by raising the 
number of·, courses , "  he . said . "They've taken a 
very simplistic approach to the whole thing ."  
Smith agreed with Warfield' s  assessment, saying 
he believes the new standards will " kill the 
vocational and business end of it . "  
"To me it ' s  death to the business and vocational 
courses; " Smith said . '.'We'll still have some 
students, but most will have to drop (to meet the 
new requirements) . "  
D ivine Lad ies 
of E� l .U .  
ODKI G Come Party With The Men of the New · OP DOES IT GOOD� 
OM DOES IT BETTER. 
UT GRANNY MAKES 
HAPPEN WHEN 
'S TIME TO FILL iflE . PLATTER. 
IMMY . JOHN'S 
RMET SUBS 
BRING ,;M TO YA'' 
•5· 1075 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
(Former <l>LE)  
TON.IGHT 9:00 
1 509 2nd St. 
Behind White Hen 
The Name Has Changed, But 
"The Song Remains The Same " 
Wednesday's 
November 6, 1985 Classified ads 1 0  
-Wednesday' s 
Digest 
fiiil$Services Offered 
P r o f e s s i o n a l  r e s u m e  
p a c k ag e s :  t y p e !l e t  o r  
typewritten, quality papers, big 
selection, excellent service. 
PATION QUIK PRINT, West 
Park Plaza, 345-633 1 . 
---------=-'00 
TV JOB RESUMES FAST AT . L O W  P R I C E S !  C o p y - X  Jilli•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fastprint 207 Lincoln .  345-
3:35 p.m. 
5-Brady Bunch 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
1 0:30 p.m. 63 1 3. 
2 ,  1 5-Tonight _________oo 
4:00 p.m. 
2--Jeapordy! 
3-America 
9-Transformers 
1 2-3-2-1  Contact 
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes 
Sanford and Son 3-MASH NEED TYPING: Letters, 
9-Love Boat P a p e rs , T h e s i s- P r o f . 7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Highway to Heaven 1 0-T.J. ·Hooker Sec.-345-9225.  
_________oo 3, 1 O-Peanuts: "You're a 
Good Man, Charlie Brown" 
9-Movie: " 1 0  to Midnight ."  
( 1 982) Charles Bronson as 
an imitation Dirty Harry who 
takes the law into his own 
hands to catch a vicious killer. 
Lisa Eilbacher, Andrew 
Stevens 
1 2-Latenight America N e e d  T y p i n g  D o n e ?  
1 7-News Professional Typist. Call 345-
38-Sanford & Son 2595 after 5 p .m.  
1 7-Love Connection 
38-1 Dream of Jeannie 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7-Nlghtline 
3�immy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-G . I .  Joe 
1 0-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-River Journeys 
1 7  ,38-lnsiders 
Letterman 
9- Movie: "Rollercoaster. " 
( 1 9 7 7 )  Amusement park 
thrills highlight this suspense 
tale about police efforts to 
catch a mad bomber. George 
Segal , Richard Widmark, 
Timothy Bottoms. 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5--Jeffersons 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
38-Catch Phrase 
7:05 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Beverly Hillbillies 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-Newscope 
9--Jeffersons 
1 5--Jeopardy! 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Let's Make a Deal 
5-Movie: "36 Hours . "  
( 1 964) Taut melodrama about 
a 1 944 German plot to make 
an American major (James 
Garner) reveal plans for the 
Allied invasion of Europe. 
Exciting. Rod Taylor. 
1 7-News 
38-Nightline 
8:00 
2, 1 5-Hell Town 
5-Movie: "Escape from 
Zahrai n . "  ( 1 963) A routine . 
trek across the desert with 
escaping prisoners, including 
a Nationalist Arab leader. Yul 
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Jack 
Warden, James Mason. 
3 .  1 0-Charlie & Company 
1 2-Andrea Doria: The Final 
Chapter 
5:05 p.m. 
. 5-Andy Griffith 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 7-North and Soutl;l . Part 3 .  
8:30 p .m . 
3-George Burns Comedy 
Week 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: Gene Hackman 
displays "UncQmmon Valor" 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Honeymooners 
5:35 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-St. Elsewhere 
3, 1 0-Equalizer 
9-News 
( 1 983) as a blood-and-guts 
marine leading a privately 
financed mission to free MIAs 
from a Laotian prison camp . 
Robert Stack, Fred Ward . 
Blaster: Reb Brown. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 
9-INN News 
1 2-Hlgh Wire 
...  9:30 p.m .• 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-New Newlywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
6:05 p.m. 
· 
-Mart Tyler Moore 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Benson 
5-Movle: "Who Is Harry 
Kellerman and Why Is He 
Saying Those Tenlble 
Things About Me?" (1 971) 
Dustin Hoffman plays a 
discontented fold-rock 
composer trying to come to 
terms with hlmaelf. Barbara 
Harris, Jack Warden, Dom 
Deluise. 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:30 a.m. 
2 , 3-News 
1 :30 a.m. 
5-Movie: "The Assassination 
Bureau . "  ( British;  1 969) Dry 
wit sparks this dark satire 
about an interview 
organization that kills for 
profit. Oliver Reed, Diana 
Rigg, Telly Savalas. 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5-News 
9-Comedy Break 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 7-New Newlywed Game 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone . 
2:00 a.m. 
9-Comedy Break 
- . Campu_s clips 
1JB Concert Ushers will have a meeting Wed . ,  
NOv . .  6 at 4 :00 p . m .  in th e  University UniQn 
Effingham Room. 
Pal Chi will have a meeting Wednesday, Nov. 
6 at 6 : 00 p.m.  in the University Union Oakland 
Room. The speaker will be a psychiatrist from 
Sarah Bush Lincoln. 
Women'• Studl .. Council will have a panel 
presentation entitled "Pornography: Facts, 
Interpretations, Open Discussion, "  Wed. NOv. 6 
from 7 - 9 p .m.  in the Old Ballroom (East end),  
Union. Presenters include Bonnie Buckley of 
Coles County Women Against Rape; Peggy 
Brayfield of Women's Studies Council ;  and 
Susan Woods of Health Ed. Free and open to all. 
SHEA • Eduatlon will have a meeting Wed. 
NOv. 6 at 5: 1 5  p.m.  in the Education Center. 
Speaker: Nance Southworth. Everyone is 
welcome to attend. 
Society of Manufacturing Engln..,.: Sign­
up for the Manufacturing Technologist Cer· 
tificatlon Examination is Frt. NOv. 8 at 2:00 p.m . 
Sign up with the SME board, Applied Science 
Building. 
U!llwenlty Board Performing Arta will have a 
meeting Wednesday, NOv. 6 at 6:00 p.m. in the 
Union Wall.way to start work for the mualcal 
"Chrtatmaa Carol." An� Interested may 
c:ome. 
Clrcle K will hold a meeting In Coleman Hall, -
Room 228 tonight at 6:00 p.m. Members please 
attend. 
81udent s.n.te Houalng ComntlttM wiff 
have a meeting Nov. 6 at 1 1  :00 a.m. In the 
Union Wrlt<way. Everyone Welcome. 
PrKaw Cblb wll have a meeting NOV. 6 at 
4:00 p.m. In Colenw'I Hal room 205. Oeacllne 
for appllcationa for Mock·Trtal. Dlacuaalng 
upcoming bake, apeeker and mock·trlal. 
....... PrdtHIDM wll have a medlcal 
school vil9lt . November 8 at 1 :00 p.m . In Life 
Science building, room 2 1 3. Catherine O'Brien , 
Director of Student Recruitment for the Dr. 
William M. Scholl College of Podiatric Medicine 
will give a slide presentation to all students who 
are interested in the health professions. 
Student S.ute will have a meeting Wed. 
NOv. 6 at 7 :00 p . m .  in ·the University Union 
Arcola-Tuscola Room. Everyone Welcome! 
Phi Bel8 L8mbd8 will have a meeting Nov. 6 
at 6 :30 p.m . in the University Union Kansas 
Room. 
Unity Gospel Choir will have the second 
annual Fall Concert NOv. 1 0  at 7 :00 p .m.  in  
Dvorak Concert Hall .  Theme: "I Can Do All 
Things Through Christ . " • Free ad­
mission-Donations accepted. 
Testing s.mce.: NOvember 7 is the last day 
to register for the NOvember 1 4  Health 
Education Competency Examination. Register at 
Testing Services, 208 Student Services 
Building. Brtng your l . D. and $2.00 for the fee 
When you register. 
C.mpua Clpe we published dally, tree of 
charge, as a public service to the campus . Clips 
should be submitted to The Delly Eutem News 
office by noon one bualneaa day before date to 
be published (or date . of event). Information 
should Include event, name of aponeortng 
orgmilzatlon (apelled out - no Greek letter abbreviations), date, time and place of event, 
plus any Other pertinent Information. Name and phone number of aubmltter must be Included. 
Clips containing confllcllng or confullng In­
formation will not be run If submitter cainot be 
contacted. Clips will be eclted for apace 
avalllble. Clips aubmltted after "°°" of deadline 
day cannot be guaranteed publlcatlon. Clips wl 
be run one day only for any event. NO cllpe will 
be taken by phC>ne. 
________ 1 1 / 1 4 
tt Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359- 1 577 or 1 -
800-858-8000 . 
_________00 
C R ISIS INTERVENTION _ 
WORKER full time position, 
available immediately. Must 
have flexible working hours 
and be interested in on the 
scene intense intervention. 
B . A .  Psychology or related 
field , experience preferred. 
Send resume, letter of interest 
and 3 letters of reference to 
Coles Co. Mental Health 
Centar,  P . O .  Box 907 , 
Mattoon, IL,  6 1 938 EOE. 
________1 1  /8 
Student to live rent-free, 
close to campus in exchange 
for light housekeeping and 
b�by sitting two girls 7 and 9 .  
Must have a car. 348- 1 780. 
-�------1 1 /6 
Part-time help wanted · at 
Jimmy John's Sub Shop. Apply 
in person between 1 -5 p .m.  
________1 1 /5 
G O V E R N M E N T  J O B S .  
$ 1 6 , 040-$59 , 2 30/yr. Now 
hiring. Call 1 -805-687-6000 
Ext. R-9997 for current 
federal list. 
______ c-WF- 1 1 /2 2  
Rides/Riders 
One girl needs a ride to St. 
Louis Airport area leaving 
1 1  /8, returning 1 1 / 1 0 . Call 
Kim 58 1 -569 1 . 
________ 1 1 /7 
ft Roommates 
Female roommate needed 
for Spring semester. Very nice 
and clean place. Old Towne. 
Call 348-0775.  
________ 1 1 /8 
Spring Subleaser needed at 
1 60 1  9th St. no. 3 ( Neigh­
borhood Apts . )  Call 345-
9253. 
________ 1 1 / 1 1 
Male roommate wanted 
llartlng Sprtng Semester. Own 
room . 3 bedroom house with 2 
other guys. $ 1 35.00 a month. 
Call Mike at 345-94 1 9 .  
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
ANTI-VIOLENCE 
VOLUNTEERS 
C e n t e r  f o r  N o n - V i o l e n c e  
Education seeking full-time staff. 
Lodging, $ 1 50/month. health 
coverage. Public interest group · 
developing courses on non· 
violence and operating National Coalltiorl on T elevielon Violence 
national headquarters . I n  
Champaign next t o  Unl-slty of 
llllnola. A-ch. writing. office 
work. monttoring entertainment. 
One yew commitment. 
21 7-384-1 920 
Students Welcome 
We offer 1 , 2 & 3 
Bedroom Apartments 
• laundry • Pool 
•Country Atmosphere 
•Clubhouse 
2% blocks south of 
Charleston Motor IM 
341-1441 
Mon. -Set. 8:00-5:00 �· Hou81 .. Opportunltf 
Report ..,_. lmmedletely •t 511 ·211 2. A correct 11c1 
wlll •ppeer In the next edHlon. Un .... notified, we 
c:11nnot be r98p0nalble for 8n Incorrect •d •fter 118 flrat 
lnnrtlon. Deedllne 2 p.m. prnloua uy. 
Roommates t ..�-=-----Fo_r_R_. e_n_t 
URGENT Subleaser needed 
for rest of semester and Spring 
'96. 2 bedroom apt. , close to 
9lfl'lfJUS. Call Rob 345-7770.  
n 1 1  / 1 3 
Female subleaser needed 
with 3 other girts for spring. 
$ 1 35/month . Close to cam­
pus. Call 345- 9 1 35. 
________ 1 1  / 1 4 
ti For Rent �� ... ____ F_o_r _S_al_e 
Private rooms for students 
$ 1 35 .  Call 345-7 1 7 1 . 
_________ oo 
ONE MONTH FREE RENT. 
Carlyle Apartments. Two­
bedroom, furnished and un­
furnished, for two or three 
people. 1 305 1 8th and 94 7 
4th St. Call 348- 77 46. 
_________oo 
Mini-storage rental, sizes 
from 4 x 1 2  up to 1 O x 30. 
Carlyle Interiors, West Rt. 1 6 . 
Phone 345-7746.  
_________ oo 
A V A I L A B L E  N O W  2 
bedroom apartments for 2, 3 or 
4 people. Call Regency 
Apartments for details. 345-
9 1 05.  Mon. - Fri . 9-5, Sat. 1 0-
4 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Refrigerator and Microwave 
o v e n  r e n ta l s .  6 - m o n t h  
minimum . Carlyle Interiors. Call 
345-7 746.  
_________oo 
Two bedroom apartment. 
Large ,  clean , near EIU . 
$ 1  80/month plus util ities. 
345-2 203 after 5p. m .  
_________00 
Wanted: Subleaser for one 
bedroom apartment. Spring 
Semester only. Call Marty at 
348-583 1 . 
-------.,..,,-..,.=-1 1 / 1 4  
Furnished APARTMENTS , 
reduced, free month . Low as 
$70.  WATER AND TRASH 
PAID. Available immediately. 
345-4846. 
________ 1 1 /8 
2 subleasers needed for 
Spring semester. Nice 2 br. 
apt. $95/mo. utilities included. 
Fireplace and lots of space. 
Call 348- 1 707 , ask for Taffie 
of Kim . 
________ 1 1 /8 
2 bedroom mobile home , 
furnished, clean , washer & 
dryer, storage shed. 1 60 1  
Tyler-near Trojan football 
field . Call 345-5 1 54 .  
--------,-...,.-::-=-:-1 1 /6 
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 
spring semester. One or two 
s u b l e a s e r s . 1 0 0 4  
Forth-close to campus. 348-
5484. 
________ 1 1  /7 
Wanted: Subleaser for one 
bedroom apartment Spring 
'86 . $ 1 55/month . Call Pam 
348-82 1 0 . 
________ 1 1 /26 
3 room apartment . Heat, 
water & trash removal paid. 
Off-street parking for 2. 1 
block from EIU.  No pets, 
$230/month. Call 348-8087.  
________1 1 /8 
Wanted: 1 female subleaser 
for spring semester. House 
n e a r  c a m p u s .  
$ 1 2 5 .00/month. Call 348-
�08 2 .  
1 20 Watt stereo, Pioneer 
receiver, Sansui spftakers, 
Technics cassette deck, and 
Turntable .  Sacrifice Sal e 
$450. Call 348-7 508 . 
________1 1 /6 
1 2  x 60, completely fur­
nished Buddy, in excellent 
condition, with shed. Call 345-
7475 after 5 : 00 p .m.  
________ 1 1 /7 
Commodore 64, 1 54 1  Disk 
Drive , Programmer's Ref. 
Guide $300. Call 345-6876. 
------_...,,- 1 1  /8 
1 97 7  Corvette, Burgandy 
and has 8 1 ,000 miles. Call at 
345-38 1 8. 
________ 1 1 /8 
'7 5 Super Beetle. New 
Michelin tires, muffler, battery, 
paint. $950.00 or best offer. 
Leave name & number at 348-
07 1 5 . 
________ 1 1 /8 
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Call 
Chris at 345-6708 anytime. 
________ 1 1  / 1 1 
Life size Playboy Bunny 
display type posters. $5 each. 
Cal l  and leave message 58 1 · 
5533 . 
________ 1 1 /8 
To give away-8-week old 
puppy. Please call 345-5258.  
________ 1 1 /9 
0 Lost/Found J 
ALLEN OAKS: Pick up your 
l . D . 's at the Daily  Eastern 
News. 
________ 1 1 /6 
Found : By football field Sat. 
Nov. 2 ,  green Alcon case 
containing glasses, contacts, 
mirror, etc. Pick up at Daily 
Eastern News front desk. 
How to order the new 
1986 Coed Calendar 
eaturing nude female 
tudent models from U 
f I, NIU & ISU . (Full 
olor photos 1 8x24 
oster I calendar) 
Mail $5.95 + $2.00 
and/Ing (pos tage) 
heck or money order 
o: Coed Calendar, P.O. 
ox 434, DeKalb, IL 
115. 
Orders sent first class 
n a heavy plain mailer 
CRegency 
ulpa1ctmentg 
For your Guest 
A 
" Home away from Home" 
Wednesday's 
Classified ads -Report errors lmlMdi.tely at 5'1 ·211 2. A meet ad wlll appeer In the next edition. Unleaa notffled, we cannot be rMponalble for an Incorrect ad after Its first lnHrtlon. DHdlln• 2 p.m. prewlous day. 
t t 
Lost/Found 
..,.....-=-:-:---:-:---:-1 1 /8 
: Gold striped cat. 
near 4th Street. To 
Cindy at 348· 7 5 75. 
--�--�-1 1 /8 
MHlas-pick up your 
at Stevenson Hall 
secretary in office) . 
,,__ � ___ 1 1 18 
----:-----:-:---1 1  /6 a set of keys on a 
keyring. Lost 
Main. If found please 
at 345· 1 30 1 . 
: A Navy Blue jacket in 
parking lot on parents 
. If found, please call 
681 ·3 1 44.  
1 1 /7 
�: 
---:----:-.o p a l  
greenish-blue stone 
rings going around it. ) 
timental value. Call 
44. Reward if found. 
1 1  /7 ....,.....: -:Go,..-:-:ld:-=:R�ol:-e
-x-w-atch.  
model. Found near 
field. Call Chuck at 
23 to identify & 
,___ _____ 1 1  /8 
<}. A nnouncements 
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING. 
N ORTHWOODS WINTER 
AD V E N T U R E .  N I C O L E T  
NATIONAL FOREST, EAGLE 
RIVER, WISCONSIN. ONE 
SEMESTER HOUR CREDIT. 
DECE M B E R  2 9 ,  1 9 85· 
January 3 ,  1 986.  COST IS 
$ 1 60.00. INCLUDES M EALS, 
E Q U I P M E N T ,  LODG I N G ,  
CROSS-COUNTRY SKI IN· 
STRUCTION, TRAIL FEES , 
TOURS AND DAY /EVENING 
PROGRAMS . ( OPTI O N A L  
DOWNHILL SKIING . )  $50.00 
D E P O S I T  A N D  
REGISTRATION DEADLINE 
NOVE M B E R  1 5 ,  1 98 5 ,  
ROOM 205, OLD MAIN, 
Continuing Education Office. 
For further information contact 
William Smith, Department of 
Recreation and Leisure 
Studiew. Phone: 581 -380 1 . 
___ c- 1 1 /6 ,  7 ,  8, 1 3 , 1 4  
GOVER N M EN T  H O M E S  
from $ 1  (U repair) . Also 
deliquent property. Call 1 -805-
687 -6000 Ext. GH 9997 fro 
information. 
_____ c-MW· 1 1 /25 
BROWN YOUR BUNS! 1 0  
Tanning Sessions only $ 2 5 . 00 
at Sirius Fitness. 345- 1 544 . 
7 1  8 Jackson. 
_______ 1 1 14 , 6 , 8  
Attention AMA Members: 
The Marathon Credit Card 
Drive is running until Nov. 
22nd.  If you want to win those 
prizes, please push those 
appl ications.  Seniors are 
automatically approved. ..For 
more applications call J. R. at 
345· 7 1 43 or John at 345-
7.:296.  
SHARON G. :  You're an 
awesome cook! I 'm happy to 
be your mom! Alpha Phi love. 
________1 1 /6 
A t t e n t i o n  A N D R E W S  
RESIDENTS: November 8th 
SEMl·FORMAL tickets on sale 
during dinner in breezeway. 
$3.00 each. Come out and 
meet the guys from East and 
9th Halls! ! !  
_______  1 1 /7 
' ' Do-it-yourself' ' 
Classified Ad Farm 
0 Yes 0 No 
Ilda .. half price and MUST be paid In advance of 
l 
....,..... ____ O Cash 0 Check 
CLASSIFIED AD INFORMATION 
: 14 cents per word fkat day. 1 0  cents per word 
day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words). rate la half price and ad MUST. be paid for In ad-
: no checka for wnounta leea than $1 .00. print neatly. Do not uee Greek aymbola. ·ycu981f'' claa8lfled form8 and money for the ad pieced In an envelope and depoelteCt In the News In the Union by 2 p.m. one bualnNs-day Nfore It 
""· 
. 
<J A nnouncements �} A nnouncements <J� A nnouncemt'nts <J. A nnouncemt'm., 
Pregnant? Need help? 
Birthright cares. Free testing. 
348-8551 Mon. ·Thurs. 9:00 
a m . -5 :QO p.m. ,-Fri. 9 :00 a. m.-
1 2 : 00 p.m. 
------_,--1 2/ 1 6 
Join us! Make gifts that mean 
more & ·cost less at the Craft 
. Depot's Gift Work-shops. Corne 
Jn or call: 58 1 -36 1 8 .  
________ 1 1  /8 
Need a DARKROOM? The 
Craft Depot has an OPEN LAB 
Darkroom for you ( $ 1 .00 hr. ) .  
Come i n  or call :  58 1 -36 1 8  
U niversity U nion. 
________ 1 1  {6 
Sue Stueland,  Keep up the 
hard work! Love, Theresa 
---'�--�--1 1  /6 
The Meat Puppets from 
Phoenix are coming Friday, 
November 1 5. Tickets on sale 
at Mazuma Records, with 
guest Recreational Bones. 
________1 1 /8 
AMY MILLER, You're a very 
sweet daughter! Let's get 
together SOON! Love, mom 
________1 1 /6 
To our No. 1 panhel advisor, 
Sherri Sanders, have a great 
day! Love, your panhel secret 
sis 
________ 1 1 /6 
ALPHA GAMS: ST. LOUIS 
. here we come! Two more days 
before the "big" weekend .  Do 
you think KING HENRY VII will 
survive? 
--�-----1 1 /6 
Amy Solt- Have a great day! 
Love, your panhel secret sis 
________1 1 /6 
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Call 
Chris at 345-6 708 anytime. 
________1 1 /8 
B I LLY KNAP P ,  HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY! I hope it's your 
best one ever! Love, Kel 
________1 1 /6 
N A T A L I E  G A R Y : 
C o n g ratu lations on your 
SIGMA Pl Lavalier! ! Love, your 
sisters in TRI-SIGMA 
________ 1 1  /6 
Dooley-Congrats on being 
named an Alpha Phi Buddy! 
Love, Darcy 
________ 1 1 /6 
CONGRATULATIONS Taus 
on a SUPER VOLLEYBALL 
VICTORY! LErS KEEP THE 
FUN IN WJNNING! 
_________ 1 1 16 
T R A C Y  F I T -
ZGERA�EEP U P  THE 
GREAT JOB WITH PLEDGING! 
YOUR GRANDMA IS PROUD 
OF YOU! !  
_________ 1 1 /6 
MICHELE ALBERS: You 
crazy tourist you ! !  You're the 
best daughter. Love ya tons, . 
Mom 
________ 1 1  /6 
SIG KAPS: Don't forget your 
clubs tonight when you come 
by the Country Club and get 
ready to party! ! 
________ 1 1  /6 
To my Alpha Sig Sisters: 
YOU ARE THE GREATEST! ' 
AS love, Debbie 
________ 1 1 /6 .  
TI1e Daily Eastern News 
Marketing Staff will have a 
meeting TODAY at 4 : 30 .  
Please meet i n  the newsroom. 
________1 1  /6 
Kim. You nave been a great 
"Mom" and I really look up to 
you ! Love, Teg 
________ 1 1 /6 
ALPHA PHI'S: Thanks for the 
Halloween Party! The Men of 
DELTA CHI 
-------=--=--=-1 1 /6 
Pale body? Not at TROPICAL 
TAN NING Students $ave 1 0% 
off regular prices. 234-7 1 4 1  . 
2 0 1  Richmond East, Mat­
toon(West of Wal-Mart) . 
_______ 1 1 /2 6  
DISCOUNT BUYER C LU B .  
Computers, stereos. Lawton's 
RADIO SHACK DEALER, N .  
SIDE SQ. PARIS. 463-6 1 25 
CALL COLLECT. 
________ 1 1./5 
C 0 M 
MUNICATIONS/CAREER Ml· 
NDED? WICI is for you !  Come 
to a meeting Wed. ,  Nov. 6 at 
6 : 30 p .m.  in the Paris Room of 
the U nion. We want you! 
________ 1 1 /7 
Hi KYM 651 
1 1 /6 
BLOOM COUNTY 
50. !Qfl'$ 111Rr 
<.t '  5"!m.Y 
catlfN' '? 
\ 
CHAISTY POPE, Happy 
Omicron day. ·HQPe you have a 
wonderful day. I love you 
always.· Mom 
----�---- 1 1 /6 
Pete-You are a fantastic 
father and husband . Thanks for 
everything . Have· a good week. 
Love, Lisa and Mel 
_________ 1 1 /6 
S H E R I LY N  ( C HERYL?) 
ALLEN-Happy . 2 1  you 
weirdo! ! Pepe wants to know 
about that boy (A.  or M .?) Can 
we come to DINNER-we'll 
brihg the POP! Chester wants 
to chug.a-lug Asti . We'll even 
invite Rita! Love, B. 
_________ 1 1 /6 
Liz H . :  You're a great kid . 
Have a nice day. Sigma Love, 
your mom · 
_________ 1 1 /6 
Keep up the good work 
Alpha Phi Pledges! Especially 
you , kiddo! (Tracy Fitz . )  Love . 
Kathy Y .  
_________ 1 1 /6 
JULI E :  Have a happy 1 8th 
birthday! Love, your roomie 
_________1 1 /6 
HELEN SIMON-Let's get 
psyched for a fun weekend! 
Love, Tisha 
_________ 1 1 /6 
E I U  R U N N I N G  C L U B? 
Running alone or want to learn • 
new training rates'? Why not 
train with other students to 
help get through the cold,  
harsh winter. Please call Ken 
345· 7 735,  leave message. 
------,,...-- ---1 1  /6 SARGE :  Sorry for Monday 
night! Don't be angry .  I left the 
hat on purpose. It's a reasong 
to come see you again .  Love 
you, TS 
________ 1 1 /6 
Jenny Wechter, I'd love to be 
your A-Kid! Let's get together 
soon for a beer or two at Ike's!  
Love, your new A·Kid,  Andrea 
Allen 
________ 1 1 /6 
DANA DEITZE, I LOVE YOU ! 
KEEP SMILING, ACTIVATION 
WILL BE HERE SOON. YOUR 
MOM 
-----�--1 1  /6 
LAURIE DEROSA AND CHIP 
ACKERMAN: Coogratulation� 
on getting pinned! ! All our love 
and best wishes, the TRl-SIGS 
-�--�--- 1 1 /6 
Dave · Chittenden: Formal , 
our anniversary, and you , what ;· 
more could I ask for? Only 2 
daysjiwayl Love, Oawn 
________ 1 1 /6 . 
Hey Kiddo! You'r� doing a 
fantastic jov pledging ' I 'm so 
proud of you ! Love. Karla 
______ '_. ___ 1 1 /6 
Alpha Phis1 Today is "WE 
LOVE O M I C R ON DAY" 
because w e  love our pledges! . 1 1 /6 
Tri -Sigs:  We'fe look i n g  . 
forward to partying with you 
tonite. Don't forget your cans 
of spray paint! The Sig Taus 
________ _ . 1 1 /6 
STACY SHIRLEY : I love ya, 
kiddo! ! You're the BEST! ! A­
Phi love, Mom 
________ 1 1 /6 
BILLY KNAPP . Hope all your 
birthday wishes come true! 
Have a good one . Love, 
Roxane 
1 1  /6 
Hey Vinnie: I 'm so sorry 
about your accident. Hope 
you're feeling better soon. I ' l l  
stop by. Try and keep smiling. 
You're a great guy .  Love, your 
hometown buddy, Laurie 
________1 1 /6 
OMNICRONS: YOU R  ARE 
AWESOME ! !  WE LOVE YOU ! !  
________1 1 /6 
F O .O T B A L L !  ! I O P E N  
CAMPUS BLOOD & GUTS 
FLAG FOOTBALL TOUR·  
N A M  E N T .  D O U B L E  
ELIMINATION .  NOV. 1 6  & 1 7 . 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL THE SIG TAUS 345· 
6631 . 
_________ 1 1 /6 
Dave, Lori., and Bill : Only 2 
more days until we hit St. 
Louis! I can't wait, you guys 
are great! ! Dawn .. " - • � • 
________ 1 1 /6 
SIGMA NU is looking forward 
to the big function tonight. 
We're ready to party. 
________ 1 1 /6 
Wednesday's 
· Classified ads November 6, 1 98 5 
Report errors lmmedl8tely et 581·211 2. A �ec:t 
wlll eppeer In the next edition. Uni.. notHled, 
c:ennot be responsible for en Incorrect ed •ft• lte 
lnHrtlon. Deedlln• 2 p.m. prnloua dey. 
<} Announcements 
C A R O L Y N C R A B B  
PANHEL'S OUTSTANDING 
DELEGATE: Congrats! We 
think you're doing a Great Job. 
Love, the Women of PMhel 
--...,,-..,...-- ....,....,...-11 /6 Lynn Seaberg, Your kid 
loves ya! 
11/6 -
DE
-
LT
_
A
_
C
_
H
-
l'S.,,...:--Thanks
-�for the 
spooky Halloween party. We 
had a greet time . Love , the 
Alpha Phial 
_______ 11/6 
AMY JACOBS, Thanks for 
. not only being a fwltastic 
daughter but a good friend! 
Love, Brynn 
________  11/6 Lori Chamberlain: To my No. 
1 kid. Get reedy to party 
tonight! Keep up the great 
work. I'm realy proud of you. Love, your mommy, Patty. P.S. Because I w.,t to! 
11/6 USA BIRCHER, I'm so glad 
you are my daughter! Keep smllnQ Md have a good week. 
Love, Tiahe 
_______ 11/6 
Teresa, Paula, and Sue, Hey 
you "warrlorS," I miss yous a 
lot. Let's get together real 
soon. Lov
_
e
_
. 0onna 
____ 1 1 t6 
a:::;;;::l Announcements 
My darl ing Alpha Phi  
daughter Mel, you are 80 swell. Thanks for the walks, talks, 
beers and even a few tears. I 
know our friendship wil grow 
through the years. You have 
made you mother very proud . 
Have a fwltastic week. Love, 
Lisa 
---......,.-- --11/6 TERA: Where are you 
hiding? We HA VE to get 
together soon . I miss ya tons. 
Have a n ice week. Love, your 
�1 Announcements 
KIM KEWIN: GOT YOU 
R O D S ;  G O T  Y O U R 
TACKLEBOX? GOOD , BRING 
THEM FRIDAY NIGHT! ! LOVE, 
PATSY .,d ZOOGA. P.S. 
BRING JENNIFER'S GIFT 
TOOi ! !  
_________ 11/6 
SUE BARTOLONE AND 
MARK JASEN, Thanks for 
Friday! We'I have to get 
together again sometime real 
soonl love, your daughter 
_______11/6 
DEANNE: You are doing a AP dalghter, LaJrie 
11/6 fwltastlc jobl Keep it up! I am -J-AN=- er=-ALPH,..,.-::c:-:-:E==R:-: Smile=-::--. your behind you the whole WB!f . 
Panhel Secret Sis loves ya! Sigma Love, your mom, Patty 
_______ _ 11/6 11/6 
SUZI HAMPSON! Keep up KATHY YOUNG-HAV E  A the great Job pledging. Love, GREAT WEEKI YOUR ALPHA Mary & Dennis 
1116 PHI MOM IS THINKING ABOUT YOU ! !  Kara C readan :  Y ou  are my 11/6 favorite A·Kid. We're going to . HEY TAUS! YOU ALL ARE have to get together again real AWESOME! KEEP UP THE soon . Party tonight! Love, your GOOD WORK! A-Phi, A-Mom, Patty 11 /6 
_______ 11/6 Rrroxanne Drozd; And how 
JANET CRONKHITE, You're 
come • long way during 
pledging. Keep up the good 
work . Your Alpha Phi Mom and Ded are proud of you! Love, 
Carolyn and Rick 
_______ 11/� 
did the Raiders and Dolphins 
fare this weekendm! We rest 
oor case! ! Love, THREE 
BEARS FANS . . . S-A-M! I P.S. 
Utt, by the way, what's the 
Bears record?! I 
_______ 11/6 
WEDN ESDAY 
I 
� ·  
·3 DRAFTS FOR A  BUCK 
J ERRY'S PU B 
* ·.SLAMMERS N IGHTLY * 
Blah hair? See the girls at the 
Upper Kut. 201 Richmond 
East, Mattoon. Perms start 
$ 1 5.00. 234-7 1 41 . 
______ 11/26 
Sig Taus, Grab your spray 
paint because we're reedy to 
party! ! ! The Tri-Slgs 
_______ 11/6 
Laurel Beaeley: I couldn't 
have asked for a better "boo­
boo. "  I'm 80 proud to be your 
Mom! Sigma love, Cheryl 
_______11/6 
A N G E L A  G R A C H A N :  
Congratulations on being 
named outstanding PANHEL 
C HAIRMEN! You're doing a 
Great Job. Love, the Women of 
Panhel 
_______ 11/6 
Monica McManus, You are 
doing a great job pledging . 
Keep it up! More fun times 
&heed, especially this week! 
Love, your mom 
_______ 11/6 
Melissa! You're a great 
pledge, marvelous daugltter 
and terrific friend! !  Keep 
smiling! Love, Dyana 
_______ 11/6 
Tawnya! You're a great kid! 
Have a terrific day! Love, 
Dianne 
_______ 11/6 
Alpha Phis are psyched for 
the quad functln tonight! 
_______11/6 
Tri-Sig Pledges, We're doing 
a great Jobi Remember, unity is 
the key to our activation! Tri· 
Sig love and all mine, Andrea 
Allen 
_______ 1 1/6 
KATI, You are such a spaz , 
but your mom loves you 
anyway . . . lefs go out soon .,d 
party at Ike's . Ha Hal Keep 
smllingl Love, your A-Phi mom, 
Peggy 
_______ 11/6 
. TEGAN WARD, Omnicron 
President, you're the greatest! 
A-Phi Love, your proud 
mother! 
_______ 11/6 
KABOOM!!  
------�11/6 WHY NOT GO FIRST 
CLASS! Delta Sigma Pi's 3rd 
Annual ski trip to STEAMBOAT 
COLORADO is first class! Call and find out why! Chris 58 1 • 
5533. 
11/7 
_C_H
_
R-IS
_
N
_
IC.,,...AR�IC:-::0-K,..--,-�eep up 
the Phi-nomihal job pledging! 
You're a SUPER daughter and 
I'm proud to be you mom! 
Alpha Phi love, Sue 
_______ 11/6 
Find Sales 
MAGIC 
in the 
Dally Eastern News 
Classified ads 
For Info. Ca/1 581-2814 
$25.00 REWARD for I 
formation leading to the 
responsible for. stealing the k 
at the 7th St. party Sat. nite. 
Call 348-7870. 
_______ 1 1 / 
Dyana Korkosz, Have a g 
week! Love, your Pan 
Secret Sis 
1 1  
_U
_
SH
_
E
_
RS
--NE __ E __ D __ E
_
D
_
F 
P RODUCERS CONC ERT. 
CALL 3829 STUDENT 
TMTIES OFFICE IN 
UNION TO VOLUNTEER. 
1 1 / -J-U-LE=-B--E=R-NS":"":
-1,.....'m---,-
forwaro to a fun time t 
You're a fantastic kid. Keep 
the good work. Love, Susan 
_______1. 1 / 
SIGMA NLJ-Congratu 
on 2nd place in Greek F 
and 1 st place in percents. 
keg wiH be gone in no time. 
_______1 1 / 
USA PODESCHI :  · Have 
SUPER DAY! Guess who? If 
your secret Panhel delegste! 
-----�- 1 1  
Need a place to crash? 
just to hang your hat? Find one 
in the Daily Eastern 
classifieds! 
1 -M SPO RTS AND RECREATION . I 
ASST. DIRECTOR: Julie Smith I DIRECTOR: Dr. Dave Outler 
ENTRY DEADLINES . 
Powerlifting (M,  W) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monday, Nov. 1 8  
Badminton Doubles (M,  W) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Monday, Nov. 25 
Orie-On-One Basketball (M,  W) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monday, Nov. 25 
SWIM RELAYS: 
DID YOU FORGET TO TURN IN YOUR ENTRY FORM YESTERDAY? IF  
SO,  TURN IN BY NOON TODAY. Meet held tomorrow beginning 7 p . m .  at 
the Lantz Pool . Be there. 
POWERLIFTING: 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TEAMS; 8 members per. 
RULES AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE 
BADMINTON DOUBLES: 
Enter OTS at McAfee South Gym 7 p . m .  Monday ,  Nov. 25. 
VALIDATED ID 'CARD REQUIRED. 
SINGLE ELIMINATION TOURNEY FORMAT 
ONE-ON-oNE BASKETBALL: 
COMPETITION FOR BOTH SEXES 
SINGLE ELIMINATION FORMAT. PLAYED IN LANTZ MON-THURS 
BETWEEN 8- 1 0  p . m .  BEGINNING DEC. 3.  ENTER AT l·M OFFICE WITH 
ID . 
. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
GUEST POLICY : Students & Staff may bring oceassional out-of-town 
guest during informal rec hours. 
-NO PRE-VISIT ARRANGEMENTS REQUIRED. SPONSOR & 
GUEST SIMPLY REPORT TO INTRAMURAL OFFICE TO REGISTER 
& OBTAIN HAN DST AMP.  
-CHILDREN UNDER 1 8  MAY NOT BRING GUESTS. 
-GUESTS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY SPONSOR WHILE 
USING FACILITIES. l -SAME GUEST MAY NOT USE FACILITLES MORE THAN ONCE PER.MONTH. - -
DON'T GET RIPPED OFF. RENT ASMALCLOCKER FOR 1 0¢ .  LOCATED WEST END OF RACQUET�ALL cq�RT HALLWAY. 
: 
: 
OFACE: Lantz Bui lding Rm 1 47 PHONE: 581- 2 821 
CONGRATULATIONS 
I NTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS 
CO·REC FOOTBALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ENFORCERS 
WOMEN'S REC-PRO LEVEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
MEN'S REC-PRO LEVEL . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PUKES 
MEN'S REC-UN IVERSITY LEVEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  KOLA KINGS 
MEN'S BEC-COLLEGE LEVEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ONE H ITS 
M EN'S BLOOD & GUTS-PRO LEVEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SIGMA Pl 
MEN'S BLOOD & GUTS-UNIVERSITY LEVEL . . . . .  LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
. Trapshoot: 
Men's Singles: Bob Shaver 
Men's Doubles: Bob Shaver & Todd Goodman 
Women's Singles: Dawn Lewis 
Women's Doubles: Dawn Lewis & Shannon Jesse 
M ixed Doubles: Wade Stout & Dawn Lewis 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WEIGHTROOM 
REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR ID CARD TO OBTAIN HANDST AMP AT 
. LANTZ INTRAMURAL OFFICE BEFORE ENTERING WEIGHTROOM . 
McAFEE WEIGHTROOM USERS JUST NEED TO SHOW SUPERVISOR 
YOUR ID.  
........................................................... • • • 
I 
BOTH THE TEAM MANAGER & PLAYER SHOULD COME TO THE IM I 
OFFICE TO ADD A PLAYER TO THE TEAM ROSTER. I . . . A PLAYER ALONE OR A MANAGER ALONE MAY DELETE A PLAY:::J NAME FROM A ROSTER. :. ........... ....... .. .. ... .............. .. . 
Wednesday, November 6 ,  t 985 t 
------·from page 1 6  Pass rush ___ from page 1 s -
injury. 
er freshman recruit who 
see a lot of playing time at 
forward is Lake Park native 
ance. 
's (Vance) a multi-talented 
" Samuels said. "He plays 
f ense and passes the ball well 
more Norm Evans is ex-
to step in and take over at 
pard for the graduated Troy 
on. 
Brian Murphy will most 
spell Duckworth at center, 
sophomore Jerry " J  . J . "  
d will supply bench strength 
younger kids are going to get 
to play for us this year, "  
said. 
such a heavy concentration of 
on his team, Samuels knows 
11 that leadership from his 
is vital to the Panthers' 
for success this season. 
ver, the graduation losses of 
Androff, Tim Dykstra and 
Happy 
B-Day 
NO-SHO 
Kathi Barrett 
See Ya 
At Ma's Tonite! 
Watch your step 
in 
the parking lot! 
Love Heimlich,  
Spinner, 
Biscuit and Red! 
Mii ier G lass 
· Night 
75$ you keep 
the glass 
25$ refills ' 
pstalrs Roe's 
*2.00 al l  you 
can drink 
4 - 6  p.m. 
Friday 
, November 8 
Richardson will place more of a 
burden on Collins, Duckworth and 
Crook. 
"There's no question that part of 
our success (last year) was due tp 
team morale and enthusiasm, ' '  
Samuels said. "We need good strong 
leadership. 
"We don't have the same per­
sonalities as last year, but I 'm sure 
that we'll still get our leadership one 
way or another. "  
Samuels expects defending AMCU­
champion Cleveland State-who 
returns with its entire squad intact 
from last season-to be the team to 
beat for the league crown. 
However, · should Cleveland State 
falter, an all-out scramble for the 
AMCU championship could well 
ensue. 
" History has told us that nothing is 
assured," Samuels said . "There have 
been no repeat champions in the three 
years of the conference. Five or six 
teams could be right there in the 
race. "  
season-opening marathon at Nor­
theast Missouri took longer. 
yards a contest and 1 7th in all­
purpose running at 1 36.2. 
•Eastern is ranked eighth this week 
among I-AA teams in passing of­
fense, averaging 295 .3 yards a 
contest, and 16th in total offense, 
•Pitts is bidding to become o n i v  
the fourth back in  Eastern historv t�  
top 1 ,000 yards rushing in a season . 
•other NCAA stat chat:Payton's 
2,599 passing yards are third in the 
country. He's· also sixth in total 
offense with 281 yards a game. . 
.Eastem's leading receivers continue 
to rank in the top 20, led by Banks at 
13th with 6.2 catches a game, 
followed by Calvin Pierce 17th (5 .8) 
and DuWayne Pitts 1 9th (5 .7). . 
. Pitts is 19th in rushin with 95 . 7 
The sophomore has 861 yards ir1 
nine games, and will need to average 
70 yards in each of Eastern 's two 
remaining games. 
•sm's Byron Mitchell was named 
the Gate.way Conference's offensive 
player of the week. The sophomore 
tailback rushed for 198 yards on 1 7  
carries, including a 7 1 -yard touch­
down run in the Salukis' 4 1 -38 loss co 
Indiana State. 
. - � - � -� - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ,  
ko�'-tt. 'Appaloosa' at TED' s I _ 
Z I Songs from Alabama, Huey Lewis, Eagles, 38 Special plus muc J ;g � I more! ' Don 't miss the chance to win Appaloosa 's LP "Morning Riser" I c: 
::. I · 1 6  oz glass - I � 8 � 60$ OUl STYLE/MILLER UTE 85$ screwdrivers I z 
I 25$ HOT DOGS & POPCORN . I L----��J� f OR 50�_!.rg�� - �o_w�:_o��o�_ .. J 
COUPON 
TONIGHT 
9 PM TO 1 2  MIDNIGHT 
OFFERS YOU THE OPPOR TUNITY TO WIN 
A VACA TION TO COLORADO!! 
Glenwood Springs, Colorado 
SKI SUNLIGHT!! 
Check into the G lenwood Motor I n n  i n  G lenwood Springs, 
Colorado and prepare you rself to be treated with tradi­
tional warm Colorado hospital ity. Choose from Double, 
Queen, King o r  King Waterbed accommodations, and enjoy · 
such extras as Cable Color Television With HBO, Di rect Dial 
Phones, I n-room Coffee . and Tea . and _ F ree Morning 
Newspaper. 
MOMENTS TO 
SKI SLOPES & 
1: �� 1/4 MILE TO HOT -- � MINERAL SPRINGS 
\ POOL! 
WIN A FOUR DAY /THREE NIGHT 
VACATION FOR TWO!!! 
YOUR ROCK IS YOUR ENTRY 
MAKE SURE YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER 
IS ON YOUR ROCK!! 
DRAWING DECEMBER 10th AT KRACKERS 
' .  
Prize includes accommodations for two people, l ift tickets for three days, $200 cash. 
Must be 19 years of age or  older to win.  . 
No cash substitute. 
Date of accommodations subject to avai labi l ity. 
WEIC and E.L. Krackers take no responsibi l ity for fai l ure of winner to make proper ar­
rangements with hotel 'or  for injuries that may occur. · 
Winner is responsible for transportation.  
REGISTER THIS WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT E.L KRACKERS 
YOUR ROCK WILL GET YOU IN "FREE" • • •  SPEOAL 
DRINK PRICES! PRIZES ALL NIGHT! 
"THE BEST OF THE ROCKIES NIGHT" 
. WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6th 
-THE BEST ROCK STATION IN CHARLESTON­
NITEROCK 92-WEC 
W ednesday, November 6,  1985 wtem Ne 
13 � 4 � 
Produced by Vniversity Board Public Relations Committee, Coordinator Mary Beth Marek -�:::·:�· 
This week in the Video Lounge. -� • 
"They Call Me Trinity"_ i s a comedy/ad­
ventu re starririg Terence Hi l l  as Trin ity.-Trin ity 
and h is  outlaw brother Bambino get into a 
comic brawl with a gang of outlaws over a 
Mormon's farm land. 
Other . showings include "The Good, The 
Bad and The Ugly" and the music of Rock­
, world. 
All  videos begin at 9 a.m .  each day in the 
Un ion Wa lkway. 
-Leanne Th ulin 
No matter what they say. she knows he's 
THE LAST DRAGON 
Com e  see the magic of Berry Gordy's 
. "The Last Dragon" starring Vanity 
TONIGHT at 6:30 and 9:00 p .m.  in the 
Grand Bal l room .  With m usic by Vanity, 
Stevie Wonder and the Temptations, this 
action-fi l l ed picture is one you won't want 
to miss. 
Admission is $1 for students w/ID and 
$1 . 50 for general publ ic. 
-Robert Williams 
FOR UB 
NTERT AINMENT. 
INFORMATION 
CALL 
. What can you do for $31 
1 .  Purchase 1 /2 of a pizza. -
2 .  Take a friend to a cheap mqvie and split a small box of 
popcorn. 
3. See 1 /6 of a Bruce Springsteen concert. 
4. Buy a 1 2-pack of Blatz. 
OR 
5. SEE "THE PRODUCERS" IN CONCERT 
with special. guests "The Last Gentlemen" 
TOMORROW-8:00 p.m.-McAfee 
Don't miss th is entergetic 4-piece rockin' group whose hit songs 
include "She Shei la'' and "What's He Got." Tickets are on sale at the 
Union Box Office 1 1  a. m .-3 p .m . 
. The event is co-sponsored by UB Concerts -
and Mainstage Committees. 
Who you gonna call? 
.GHOSTBUSTERS! 
See the unique, comic talents of Bi l l  Murray and Dan Aykroyd as 
parapsycologists who go into business as GHOSTBUSTERS, taki n g  on 
terror dogs, green ghosts, gargoyles, a possessed woman and ' more. 
"Ghostbusters'' wi l l  be shown F riday, Nov. 8 in the Grand Bal l room 
for $1 at 6:30 and 9:00 p . m .  
· 
-Leanne Thulin 
-4 .,. 
What is your body language .te
lling othersl . . . 
Jane Lybrand, an i nternationally known communication 
spec ia l ist, wi l l  be on campus Wed. ,  Nov. 1 3  at 8 p. m.  in the Grand 
Bal l room to teach you how to give power to words and ideas 
through nonverbal communications. 
Lybrand, who appears on more than 50 radio and TV shows each 
year, was hi red by White House administrators to teach them how 
to proje<:t a positive image. 
Come learn how to e>tpress yourself in this  meaningfu l 
presentation on ·self-potential, motivation, and the abi l ity to cope 
with everyday situations. 
Admission is $1 for students and $3 for general public. Discounts 
wil l  be given to groups of 20 or more people. Tickets are avai lable 
in  the University Box Office between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.  
The event is sponsored by the UB Lectures Committee. 
-Sue Donovan 
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Scoreboard Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2  
Football Sports log Basketball Hockey 
New England 1 7, Miami 1 3  WEDNESDAY NBA NHL N.Y.  Giants 2 2 ,  Tampa Bay 20 SPORTS ON RADIO & TV Eastern Conference Campbell · Conference Washington 44, Atlanta 1 O PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at Detroit Pistons, Atlantic Divlalon Seattle 33, L.A. Raiders 3 Norri• Divlalon 
· L.A. Rams 28, New a.-is 1 0  WMAQ-AM (670), 6 :30 p.m. w L Pct. GB w L T L . T  PF PA 
N. Y.  Jets 35, Indianapolis 1 7  Boston 4 1 . 800 ST. LOUIS 4 4 2 .  2 0 2 0 8  1 35 
San Francisco 24, Philadelphia 1 3  PRO BOXING-Chris Calvin vs. Greg Haugen in a 1 0- New Jersey 4 3 .825 1 CHICAGO 4 7 1 3 0 1 7 3 1 58 
San Diego 30, Denver 1 o round lightweight bout, ESPN (Channel 9, premium 2) ,  8 Washington 2 3 . 400 2 Minnesota 3 6 2 4 0 2 2 0  1 94 Philadelphia 2 3 . 400 2 Detroit 1 8 3 6 0 1 7 2 204 Monday's result p.m. N e w  Yori< 0 5 .0.00 4 Toronto 1 1 0  0 6 0 1 2 1  2 1 8  ST. LOUIS 2 1 , Dallas 1 0  THURSDAY 
Cenlnll Dlvfalon Central VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Kansas. Detroit 4 2 .887 Smythe Dlviaion Panther Statistics Edmonton 9 2 0 w L T PF PA SPORTS ON RADIO & TV Milwaukee 4 2 .887 Vancouver 6 4 2 4 5 0 1 50 1 32 Ruahlno Alt Yda Pp Pea Lg CHICAGO 3 2 .800 y, Winnipeo 8 5 4 5 0 2 8 0  2 7 8  Pitts 1 9 7 8 8 1  . 9 5 . 7  4.4 32 PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Philadelphia Atlanta 2 3 . 400 1 y, Calgary 6 5 0 4 5 0 1 83 1 53 Marable 2 5  1 5 9 28.5 8.4 1 8  Flyers, WIND-AM (560) , 6 :30 p.m. INDIANA 3 .250 2 Los Angeles 3 1 0  0 4 5 0 1 8 2 1 85 PaYton 78 ·10 1 2  Cleveland 4 . 200 2% 
West McCray 1 2 1 2 2 PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at New Jersey Nets, Western Conference Wales Conference Rafferty 1 4 2 4 4 WMAQ-AM (670) 6 :30 p.m. Patrlcl< Dlviaion w L T PF PA Broneugh 1 2 0.3 2 2 Mldw .. t Dlvfalon w L T 6 3 0 2 1 9  1 8 1  Pp-per game average COLLEGE FOOTBALL-San Jose St. at Long Beach St. , w L Pct. GB Philadelphia 9 2 0 6 3 0 1 9 8 1 87 Pea-per carry average ESPN (Channel 9, premium 2) ,  8 p.m. Denver 4 0 1 .000 - Washington 6 5 2 5 4 0 2 2 1  202 Houston 4 2 .887 1 NY Rangers 6 5 0 4 5 0 2 20 231 Paul no Cpl Alt Yda Int TD TENNIS-Final round of the European Champions Dallas 2 2 . 500 2 NY Isles 5 4 3 8 0 1 7 1  204 Payton 2 1 2  3 9 9  2599 20 1 8  Championship, USA Network (Channel 1 3, premium 1 )  1 0  San Antonio 2 3 .400 2 Yt New Jersey 5 5 1 Rafferty 8 8 59 0 0 Ulsh 2 3 .400 2 Yt Pittsburgh 3 6 3 p.m·. Sacramento 1 3 . 2 50 3 
Recetvtno No Yda Avg TD Lg FRIDAY Adema Divlalon w L T PF PA Banks 58 7 8 0  1 3. 9  9 44 Pacllle Divlalon w L T 6 3 0 2 0 7  1 48 Pierce 52 7 5 7  1 4 . 5  4 8 1  VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Wichita St. LA Clippers 5 0 1 .000 - Quebec 9 3 1 6 3 0 2 0 3  1 5 1 Pitts 51 3 8 5  7 . 1  1 24 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV LA Lakers 4 0 1 .000 Y, Boston 8 3 1 5 4 0 1 5 8 1 68 Williams 1 8  2 7 4  1 5. 2  4 49 • Porttand 4 2 .887 1 Yt Buffalo 8 5 1 4 5 0 1 38 1 45 Cain 1 5  1 9 1  1 2 . 7  2 5  PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Philadelphia Seattle 1 3 . 2 50 3y, Hartford 6 6 0 4 5 0 1 6 8 2 1 8  McCray 1 5  1 6 9 1 1 .3 2 1  
Flyers, WIND-AM (560) , 6 :30 p.m. Golden State 1 4 . 2 00 4 Montreal 5 6 1 Vinson 6 54 9 1 1  Phoenix 0 4 . 000 4 y, Central Sanderson 4 7 1  1 7 . 7  2 9  PRO BASKETBALL-Denver Nuggets at Los Angeles w L T PF PA Marable 1 .3 44 
9 0 0 2 5 5  1 24 Lake�. WTBS-TV (Channel 5), 9 : 35 p.m. Tuesday'• results Tuesday'• results 
5 4 0 1 8 3 1 80 Puntlno G Nq Yda Avg Lg SATURDAY New Jersey 1 1 2 , Washington 1 08 Washington 8,  CHICAGO 4 5 4 0 1 7 0 1 96 Arapostathis 9 47 1 7 1 7  3 7 . 8  73 Houston 1 2 7 ,  Porttand 1 1 3 Quebec 7, Boston 5 
3 6 0 1 6 4 2 1 6  FOOTBALL-Eastern at Northern Iowa. San Antonio at Mllwaukee,n Montreal 8 ,  1-J.artford 3 
0 9 0 1 8 4 272 Punt return• No Yda Avg TD Lg Atlanta at Denver,n Calgary at NY lslandera,n Banks 1 5  1 00 6 . 7  1 5  SOCCER-Eastern hosts Illinois-Chicago, Lakeside Field, Golden St. at Utsh,n Edmonton at Vancouver,n . West Polewski 1 8 8 8 2 p.m.  Cleveland at LA Lakers,n Wednesday's games w L T PF PA 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Fort Hood Tankers, 
New Yori< at Seatlle, n  Winnipeo a t  Buffalo 8 1 0 1 9 1 1 2 7 K.O. return• No Yda Avg TD Lg Wednesday'• games ST. LOUIS at Detroit 5 4 0 2 2 8  1 6 7  Marable 6 1 1 7  1 9 ,5 3 1  Lantz Gymnasium, 7 : 30 p.m. NY Isles at Toronto "Hunter 8 1 5 6 1 9 . 5  2 4  CHICAGO a t  Detroit 
Philadelphia at NY Rangers 3 6 0 1 7 3 235 INDIANA at Philadelphia 8 0 1 7 1 284 Pierce 4 69 1 7 . 2  2 3  VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Southwest Missouri. Calgary at - Jeraey Gravenhorst 1 4  2 3 8  1 7 . 0  3 0  San Antonio a t  Washington 
Washington at Ptttsburgh Sunday's  results Miteff 1 1 2  1 2 .0 1 2  Portland at Dallas 
Ziemann 5 5 . 0  5 Arapoststhis 9 Wilhelms 9 8 Atlanta at Phoenix Edmonton at Loa Angelel 1 6 . Green Bay 1 0  
23, Buffalo 1 7 
1 0 ,  Cleveland 9 
1 6 ,  Detroit 1 3  
23. Kansas City 20 
Vinson 3 3.0 3 Pitts 
Pierce 
Scoring G TD PAT FG Pta Williams 
Banks 9 9 1 - 58 Payton 
0 D O D O O  D O D O O  D .  
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Juniors, Seniors, 
Graduate Students 
Establish a ROQd credit rating now. Apply for a 
Sears Credit Card while you're still in school. 
Th<:n: ar<: a numocr of ocndits you" l l  r<:cc:in: by 
applying for a Scars Cr<:dit Card as a student. As you 
may know. cr<:dit grantors may asS<:ss your quahfica­
t ions difti:r<:ntly ,aftc:r you graduate:. 
• )i>u wil l  haw ht:c:n in your new job only a 
short t im<:. 
• )bu ma\· haw li\"ed in \"our nt:w residen<:c: only 
a short i imc:. 
· 
• )bu may ht: earning an entry-Jen:I income. 
All of the: abow -arc: g<x><l reasons to apply for your 
Scars Credit Card now - whik you"re sti l l  in sch1x1J. 
A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a 
responsible adult to other credit grantors 
Jfyou arc: a r�sponsiblc: person. with the abili�· to pay 
bills. Sears oclic:ws vou dc:S<:n·e crc:d11. And a Sears 
Crc:sJit Card could tie your first step in establishing 
the: credit you ' l l  need in the: future: . 
Here are a few of the many benefits you11 
receive with a Sears Credit Card: 
• There's no annual fc:c: or hidden credit charges with 
-a Scars Credit Card and e\"Cl'}1hing you purchase is 
backed b\" Scars famous promiS<:. "Satisfaction 
GuarJntced or )bur Money Back." 
• Wherever you live. tra\'t:I. or mm't:, your Sears 
Credit Card is good at more than :moo Sears Retai l  and Catalog stores coast to coast. 
• With a Scars Credit Card. mu can stretch your 
pa)ments o\"Cr a period of months. if )"U wish. 
A Sears Credit Card can be: used to purcha.o;e items 
\"OU 'II need after gr-Jduation. such a.� a nc:w business 
"".irdrobe for inteniewing or furnishings for your 
new home. 
Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus 
DATE: November S, 6, 7 
TIME: 9:00 - 3:00 
PLACE: Union Lobby tables 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi 
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Cagers hope success 
carries .over -to ' 85-86 -
By DAN VERDUN paign needing 585 points to move 
Assistant sports editor past John Milholland ( 1 956-58) as the 
The theme for this season's  Panthers' all-time scorer . 
Eastern's men's basketball team is Samuels, however, doesn't  feel that 
"An Encore Performance," and the Panthe�s are a one-man show by 
that's precisely the kind of repeat any means . 
performance coach Rick Samuels "No team can solely set out to stop 
would like to see. Jon Collins and stop us, "  Samuels 
Both Samuels and his 1 985-86 said. " (Center) Kevin Duckworth is a 
Panthers .are hoping that success will dominating player inside, and (guard) 
carry over from last season' s  20- 10  �oug Crook is an accomplished 
squad that won the Association of player as well . We possess a great 
Mid-Continent Universities ' post- deal of diversity. "  
season tournament title . Duckworth, who will be a four-
'·'Winning the conference tour- year starter, led the AMCU in 
nament and getting 20 wins did a lot blocked shots (44) despite being 
for our program, "  Samuels said .  sidelined the last two weeks with a 
"This year we've got a team of good broken hand. 
contrasts . Crook, a 6-foot-1 guard from 
"We've got one group of players Vincennes, Ind. , was second on the 
- with exceptional experience, and after team in assists (9 1 ) ,  while averaging 
that we've -got a relatively young and 1 1 .  7 points a game. 
inexperienced team. "  Despite the inexperience for the 
The main objective of Samuels' remainder of the team, Samuels is 
coaching staff in the preseason has expecting strong production from the 
been to blend those two diverse younger players . 
groups of players together into one Two of those players that Samuels 
cohesive unit. will be counting on heavily are 
Way to use your ·head PAUL KLATT I Staff Photographer 
The six-year coach will get an freshmen Jay Taylor and Mike West . 
opportunity to see just how well Taylor, a 6-foot-2 East Aurora · 
things have progressed when Eastern product, will see action at both guard 
hosts the Fort Hood Tankers in an positions . Meanwhile, the 6-foot-8 
exhibition game at 7 :30 p.m. West will be used at the power 
Saturday in Lantz Gym. forward slot, which became a wide-
Eastern's Curt Elchuk hits the ball with his head in a game at Lakeside 
Field . The Panthers took two tough losses last weekend in Texas and will 
finish out their regular season this Saturday when they host I ll inois-Chicago. 
He_ading the list · of experienced open position when sophomore Vince 
Eastern returnees is senior All- Macciocchi was sidelined for the year 
American Jon Collins. The 6-foot-4 -
Cahokia native enters the '85 cam- (See CAGERS, page 1 3) 
Pass rush , bli�z tighten clamps on enemy quarterbacks 
; . 
It may not be the· 'Sack Exchange' or the 'Gold · 
Rush' yet, but Eastern's  defense t showed it is 
_ certainly capable of a .fierce pass rusii.  
Eastern sacked Northern Michigan quarterbacks 
· nine times Saturday for losses totalling 88 yards. 
The nine sacks tied_ for second in the school record 
· book and are nearly a third of Eastern's  28 sacks 
for the season. 
-
· "We were able to get good pres�ure all day,"  
Eastern coach Al Molde said . "We used a lot of  
blitzing, especially on third down. "  
Eastern was · helped by the fact that Northern 
· Michigan passed 64 times, which press box ob­
servers said was a �ecord for an Eastern opponent 
although no such statistics are kept . 
Defensive end Tom Moskal leads the Panthers 
with six sacks. 
•The Panthers were flagged a season-high . 1 5  
t imes Saturday for 144 yards .  Three o f  the calls · 
were personal foul penalties late in the fourth 
quarter, two of them in the last four minutes. 
"We deserved most of them,"  Molde said. "We 
really hurt ourselvb with big penalties and per­
sonal fouls . "  
· Eastern has. accumulated 69 penalties this season. 
which is still - behinf l�st year's  pace:; of 84 penaltie� 
in 1 1  games. · · , · - . 
• wide receiver �oy Banks was seiected · the Eagle 
Bank player of the week by the WLBH broadcast - I . . : crew . 1 _ . Banks caught eight passes for 1 28 yards against 
Northern Michigan, including TD receptions of 33  
iand 21  yards.  Eagle Bank will donate $ 100. to  the 
.Panther Club in Banks'  name. 
. •After Eastern passed for 1 75 yards in th� first 
half Saturday, Banks was expecting to see a dif­
ferent Wildcat defense in the second half. 
"I thought they were going to change things on 
us in the second half, but they stayed the same, " 
J �\�U\\'•1'9\11\�i\\ ••J•>�\·�1.� "\ 1t'. � 
Football notebook/Jeff Long 
Banks said. "They had a pretty nice defense. We 
just executed well . "  
•The Panthers are more than 500 yards off last 
year's  pace in pass yardage, when they set six team 
passing marks and rolled up 4,07 1  yards in the air . 
Much of the credit goes to opposing defenses, 
which have been better prepared to at least control 
the Panthers . In fact, some teams have made 
stopping Eastern's aerial attack their primary goal . 
Many of Eastern's  opponents, including Nor­
thern Michigan, have dropped back eight defenders 
and gone with a three-man rush, making it more 
difficult to find receivers . 
"When you're seeing eight pe_ople defending the 
pass it makes it hard to call plays, "  Molde said . 
"First down is a big down. When you get a second 
and five, it's a much more positive situation for 
calling plays . ' '  -
•Quarterback Sean Payton's production has 
slacked off from 1 984, but Molde isn 't concerned 
with his junior QB. 
Payton is averaging 'only' 288 .7  yards passing a 
game as opposed to 349 last year. He threw only 1 5  
interceptioni; last year and already has 20 in 1 985 
with two games remaining. 
"He (Payton) realized and I certainly pointed 
out to him that it isn't realistic to go into a season 
and build on last year's  individual ac­
complishments! '  Molde said. 
"You · can't plan on two seasons going exactly 
the same. You've got to appreciate it as it was . 
Next year is always a different season. How many 
teams repeat as Super Bowl champions?" 
•B�leagured tight end Shon McCray turned in a 
.�l: 
BILL PRUYNE I Sta togra 
Running back DuWayne Pitts drags a Northam 
Michigan tackler in Saturday's win over the 
Wildcats. Pitts is ranked among 1-AA's top 20 in 
rushing, receiving and all-purpose running . · 
strong showing Saturday after losing his starting 
job three games ago. 
The Charleston native caught three balls for 42 
yards with a long gainer of 1 5 .  
"I  was pleased to see him have a good game," 
. coach Al Molde said . • •He made a lot of good 
blocks and had · a good afternoon catchi_ng the­
ball . , , 
•Saturday's slugfest officially lasted three hours, 
25 minutes, the second longest game in school 
history. Only the Panthers' three-hour, 34 minute 
(See PASS RUSH, page 1 3) 
